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Preface

This monograph begins (Chapter 1) with a description of the Confederation
of Indian Industry’s VLFM program — a highly innovative Indian learning
community. Next come some early results from the program (Chapter 2).

However, VFLM didn’t just happen overnight. It is a next step in a
succession of learning community activities in India (Chapter 3) and in
Japan and the United States (Chapter 4).

A final chapter (Chapter 5) makes some observations that correlate the
prior learning communities with various aspects of the VLFM program.

I believe the example of VLFM is important for India and the world. VLFM
is an innovation learning system that advances at least three important
concepts to improve capabilities for achieving tangible results:

• Learning as a collaborative process of sharing among individuals and
companies rather than receiving a set curriculum from traditional
teachers. This is particularly important given the uncertainty of the
current economic downturn.

• Explicitly developing future leaders who can integrate from shop
floor details to top level strategy (and across disciplines) rather than
the traditional focus on improving professionalism within a disci-
pline.

• Focusing on process as the way to achieve results rather than only
measuring progress toward results with metrics.

Reading about VLFM and the other learning communities in this mono-
graph should provide insight in three areas:

• How to initiate a national diffusion program (including the value of
participation from industry, academia, and government).

• The importance of a learning community utilizing its historical and
cultural heritage and current circumstances to initiate and mobilize
change.

• Success factors for creating and sustaining a learning community.

There are some limitations to what is described in this monograph:

• The VLFM program upon which I focus, and which has great promise
and initial results, is still developing.

• Things have primarily been seen from the point of view of the plan-
ners/initiators of the learning system/community rather than by its
customers; in fact, participants are viewed as one of the elements of
the learning system.
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• I perceive it as a strength that this monograph primarily sticks to
giving the concrete facts about a limited numbers of learning com-
munities (which I know or have studied in depth), but some readers
may see it as limitation that the book is not more comprehensive and
does not provide a more general theory.

My understanding of the topics in this monograph comes from being di-
rectly involved since 1990 in two U.S. learning communities and study of
two learning communities in Japan; working together with Shoji Shiba for
many years and co-authoring his Breakthrough Management book1 (in ad-
dition to two of his earlier books); discussing the CII 2004–2006 learning
communities and VLFM with Shoji Shiba on many occasions since 2004;
spending a week in 2007 at a small workshop on learning communities
organized by Shoji Shiba and including representatives of CII and two
companies participating in VLFM; talking with Sarita Nagpal for many
hours over several days at a pair of quality conferences in Houston, TX,
in 2008; and finally visiting the VLFM Centre at the CII Godrej Centre of
Excellence in Mumbai and member companies in the region in late 2008.

Acknowledgments
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I began my journey of involvement with learning organizations when I
was introduced to Shoji Shiba and the MIT LFM program (and the result-
ing Center for Quality of Management) by the late, venerated Tom Lee.2 I
will never forget Tom’s friendship and effect on my life.

I now have been working closely with Shoji Shiba for 19 years. His
impact on this book (and many of the described activities) is pervasive.
Shoji Shiba’s impact on my life continues unceasingly.

As indicated in the dedication and in these acknowledgments, many
people helped me as I tried to grasp the outline and some details of the
quality journey of the Confederation of Indian Industry and its member
companies. (I have tried to cite all sources in the References section or
the main text of the book.) Nonetheless, as an outsider, this book per-
haps has misinterpretations, omissions, overstatements, or simply errors.
I alone am responsible for any such inaccuracies, and I apologize for them.
I regret if I have slighted anyone. If you see something wrong (whether
seriously wrong or just a typographical error), please let me know: dave@
walden-family.com

David Walden
November 2008
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Part I

A story from India
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This part of the book first describes, in Chapters 1 and 2, the Visionary
Leaders for Manufacturing (VLFM) program of the Confederation of In-
dian Industry (CII). Then, in Chapter 3, it describes predecessor CII activ-
ities that in some ways fed into the VLFM program. Thus, taken together,
the chapters in this part of the book describe an important thread in CII’s
journey from the time it became involved with modern quality methods,
through its cluster and more recent communities of learning activities, to
the VLFM program. The visionary leaders who created these activities are
also mentioned.

Some Indian terms.
crore, 10 million = 100 lakh = 107 = 1,00,00,000 in the Indian number
system
Gurukul, the domain of a guru and his extended family of students
lakh, one hundred thousand = 105 = 1,00,000 in the Indian numbering
system
Rangoli, a form of sand painting popular in India
Rs., Indian Rupee; 1 Rs. = about US $45 at the time of this writing in
September–November 2008

Spelling and punctuation. I have used American English punctuation
and mostly used American English spelling in this monograph. The few
spelling exceptions are quotes from written material from India. I know
the rules of American English and don’t know the rules of English as used
in India.

Geography. For non-Indian readers, Mumbai and Bombay are the cur-
rent and prior names for the same place. The same goes for Kolkata and
Calcutta and for Chennai and Madras.

Special Acknowledgment. Ms. Kalpana Narain provided me access
to the raw content for Chapter 1 and raw content and draft text for Sec-
tion 3.3.
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Chapter 1

India’s VLFM program

1.1 Introduction to the program

According to its website,3 the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) “is a
non-government, not-for-profit, industry led and industry managed organ-
isation, playing a proactive role in India’s development process. Founded
over 113 years ago, it is India’s premier business association, with a direct
membership of over 7,500 organisations from the private as well as pub-
lic sectors, including [small and medium enterprizes and multi-national
corporations], and an indirect membership of over 83,000 companies from
around 380 national and regional sectoral associations.”

CII’s Visionary Leaders for Manufacturing (VLFM) program4 was envi-
sioned in 2006 and began operation in 2007, as described in the following
paragraphs.5

The need
In our book Breakthrough Management,1 Shoji Shiba and I discussed (in
Chapters 1 and 26) the rapid changes now going on in the world and the in-
creasing pressure such changes put on management. In particular, we em-
phasized that the management paradigms of standardization and incre-
mental improvement (top two rows of Figure 1.1) for efficient production
that delivers high quality products that satisfy customers are no longer
sufficient for many businesses. Now a third paradigm is required (bottom
row of the figure): as the life cycle of one business begins to head into
decline, a new business must be found and developed. Thus, a new kind
of business leader is required — a visionary leader who is facile with stan-
dardization and incremental improvement but also has a knack for seeing
into the invisible future. In our book, we showed an illustration Shoji
Shiba calls the The Eyes of Buddha (Figure 1.2). The leader needs an eye
to monitor management-for-control, or else the company will not meet the
minimum contract between the company and society. The leaders needs
an eye to monitor management-for-incremental improvement, or else the
company will not keep up with changing customer requirements. And the
leader needs the wisdom to see the path to future breakthrough, or else
the company will have no tomorrow.
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Control
process

Innovation
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Figure 1.1: Three management paradigms.

Each of these three paradigms requires a different focus.
Control: process focus, total discipline, continuous standardization.
Incremental improvement: customer focus, total participation, continuous
improvement.
Breakthrough: opportunity focus, total dedication, continuous unlearning.

A specific program
Indian industry, particularly in manufacturing, is witnessing growth rates
of 14 percent.7 To sustain this growth, Indian manufacturing needs trans-
formation through policy changes, infrastructure, and a strong thrust on
building competitiveness. One important aspect of building competitive-
ness in manufacturing is to create visionary leaders that can transform
the manufacturing culture in India to create a uniqueness about Indian
companies that puts them ahead of all others. Given the fast clock speed8

that is bringing a rapid change in Indian business environments and to
develop competitiveness in the manufacturing sector, industry requires a
set of visionary leaders who are capable of innovation and breakthrough

Figure 1.2: An adaptation of a Buddhist motif: eyes of the past (right),
present (left), and future (top middle).
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thinking to envision future concepts and products and to become trend-
setters in their business, thereby transforming the Indian manufacturing
industry.

The Visionary Leaders for Manufacturing or VLFM program was de-
veloped to be an especially advanced and innovative learning system, with
a focus of developing at least 200–250 visionary leaders for India over a
three year period starting in 2007.

With the view of building a culture of innovation amongst the senior
leadership of industrial companies, the program focused initially on im-
parting skill-based training in addition to conventional methods of acquir-
ing knowledge and understanding. The program modules are designed to
have only 30 percent theory and 70 percent practical application for rapid
transference of skills. Learnings gained from the program are immediately
applicable in the industry.

Four components
To meet the needs of a cross section of manufacturing industry, four differ-
ent courses of study were planned.

A. Programme for Visionary Corporate Leaders in Manufacturing
B. Programme for Visionary Managers in Manufacturing
C. Programme for Visionary CEOs in Manufacturing
D. Programme for Visionary Entrepreneurs from Small and Medium

Enterprises (SMEs)

The above listed programs are known in the rest of this book as Opportu-
nity A, Opportunity B, Opportunity C, and Opportunity D. At the time of
this writing, Opportunities A and B have each graduated a class (starting
in 2007 and ending in 2008), and each is working with its second class
(starting in 2008 and to end in 2009). The first instance of Opportunity D
has just started at the time of this writing, and Opportunity C had not yet
been started.

Unique partnership
VLFM is a nationwide programme under the umbrella of the Indo-Japan
Cooperation Agreement 2006, signed by the prime ministers of India and
Japan. It is a partnership between the Indian industry, academia in India,
and the Indian and the Japanese Government. The collaborating institu-
tions include:

• National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council, Government of In-
dia. The NMCC has been set up by the government to provide a con-
tinuing forum for policy dialogue to energise and sustain the growth
of manufacturing in India.

• Japan International Co-operation Agency, Japan. JICA contributes
to economic and social advancement in developing countries and helps
expedite Japan’s international cooperation as one of the implement-
ing bodies of Japan’s Official Development Assistance.

• Confederation of Indian Industry.
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• Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur. IIT Kanpur is a premier In-
dian engineering institute recognized globally for excellence in re-
search and cutting edge technology development.

• Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. IIT Madras is among India’s
foremost institutes of higher technological education and basic and
applied research.

• Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta. IIM Calcutta has a global
reputation for the quality of its management education.

Shoji Shiba worked closely with CII and with NMCC to bring about
the launch of VLFM in August 2007. The NMCC has recognized this pro-
gramme as a key National initiative under their “Skill development” ini-
tiative. The Ministry of Human Resource Development has also played
an important role in bringing premier Institutes such as IIT Kanpur, IIT
Madras, and IIM Calcutta together to participate in the initiative.

1.2 Opportunity A

Many of the more general points made in this subsection apply to the en-
tirety of VFLM, but this thinking has particularly been expressed in the
context of Opportunity A which has blazed the trail for the three VLFM
opportunities (A, C, and D) that are coordinated by CII. Many of the re-
sources, such as the VLFM classroom, apply or will apply to Opportunities
C and D as well.

Overview
In his presentation at the CII Quality Summit on September 23, 2008,
Shoji Shiba showed a slide illustrating the challenges facing Indian man-
ufacturing.

India’s challenges are

1. Inclusive

Growth

 

3. Global

Competition

2. Rapid

 changes

The challenges of global competition and rapid growth are obvious, but
they also produce opportunities of which India has famously taken consid-
erable advantage in recent years. Nonetheless, they remain significant
challenges.6 Regarding inclusive growth, Kalpana Narain says,9 “India
has a huge mass of population living in the rural areas and a percentage
of these are living below the poverty line. India needs a growth model that
includes these masses in the process and thus lifts up the entire country.
India cannot afford to have a model where these masses are not included
in the growth process and do not contribute to it.”
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These three challenges in turn create a challenge for Indian indus-
try — that of needing a large number of visionary leaders for manufactur-
ing.

The challenges of the leaders themselves are

B. Thinking skills 

   & strategic 

perspective

 A. Inner drive, 

passion and 

Dream

C. Actions at Gemba

execution & 

role modeling

Basically what this slide is saying is that leaders must function at three
levels. (1) They must dream about the possible future and have the inner
drive to go after it (see Figure 1.4 on page 10). (2) They must have thinking
skills and a strategic perspective to understand appropriate changes to
make and how to make them. (3) The leader’s “actions at Gemba” (how he
personally goes about making his observations on the manufacturing floor
or in the customer environment) make him a better or worse role model.10

Shoji Shiba’s slide concluded, “In the end, the agenda for manufactur-
ing is going to be driven by the leadership team. Success depends solely
on leadership skills and perspective.”

As described in the previous subsection, the VLFM program is a win-
win partnership among several organizations from industry, academia,
and government to produce 200-250 visionary leaders in three years.

Opportunity A is aimed at developing senior managers into visionary
leaders — from competent managers who know how to motivate people,
are strong on execution, and deal effectively with problems as they arise
to leaders who have a nobel mind, have the three eyes of Buddha (page 4),
and can discover the future invisible problem.

Philosophy and thinking
Thinking about VLFM began in 2006 with the objective of transforming
Indian manufacturing industry. That vision has continued to evolve and
there is now a far-reaching dream.

VLFM involves innovative models of transformation, collaboration, and
the development of human potential.

The model of transformation involves breakthrough in three dimensions.

1. In the present, break free in space, expanding horizons:
a) Go beyond small m of manufacturing to Big M

(Figure 1.8, page 14).
b) Extend your thinking to the entire value chain

(Figure 1.8 and TPS11).
c) Develop skill in applying value stream mapping.12
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2. To anticipate the future, increase depth of perception:
a) Perceive visible changes (Figure 1.9, page 15).
b) Develop skill in applying the Five Step Discover Process to see

the invisible and unknown (Figure 1.9).
c) Understand the deeper meaning of relationships (Figure 1.3 on

page 9).
3. Break with the past:

a) Break the barriers that lock-in a mind set about the connections
among historical assets (Module 3, Table 1.1, page 17).

b) Create new breakthrough solutions (Module 3, Table 1.1).
c) Protect the future (Module 4, Table 1.1).

VLFM’s model of collaboration extends an ancient idea and contrasts with
the competitive model of the western world, particularly in the United
States. People from various other parts of the world migrated to the United
States and once there competed fiercely to gain a significant share of the
benefits of new developments. Win-lose situations frequently developed
with the winners gaining what the losers lost. In this game of the survival
of the fittest, the less-fit often, perhaps typically, perish. Society as whole
progresses with the strong survivors. In this system there is sometimes
collaboration where the collaborators have exchange relationships — I’ll
give you this if you’ll give me that. This give-take approach obviously
works, often well; but in the United States’ win-lose environment, it also
often degenerates into take-take dominance relationships.

VLFM instead cultivates a give-give model as the basis for collabora-
tion in its learning communities. Shoji Shiba sees this alternative give-
give philosophy as being the next step in an ancient progression. Indian
culture and learning migrated to China: India gave these to China. Thus,
with some features in common, India and China each evolved in their own
ways. In turn, China gave aspects of culture and learning to Korea which
in turn gave them to Japan. At each step the receiving country “gave”
aspects of its own prior culture and learning and its own adaptations to
the mix. Now, Japan (e.g., through JICA, Shoji Shiba, and other Japanese
experts) are giving India the culture and learnings of Japanese manufac-
turing to which India is expected to contribute its own localizations and
cultural strengths. This give-give approach is expected to produce a quan-
tum leap in Indian manufacturing.

In Shoji Shiba’s view, give-give collaborative learning is at the root of
human, social and cultural evolution. He sees the true evolution of society
as having happened when the more obvious competitive forces have gen-
erally coexisted with the ubiquitous collaboration in their communities.

Of this, Kalpana Narain says,13 “The VLFM Programme is focused on
realising human potential and helping the participants develop a noble
mind. Sessions such as those on spirituality urge participants to look be-
yond not only themselves but also their plants and their organisations.
This opens their minds to listening to the voice of the customer and per-
ceiving their latent needs. CII and the academic partners in VLFM Pro-
gramme also recently decided to collaboratively work on a few projects
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of national importance under the VLFM Programme. (These could be
projects like the nano car.)”

Anyone acquainted with Shoji Shiba or who has read his books1,14 will
be familiar with the WV-model where one alternates between thinking
(theory) and experience (practice). Such alteration between theory and
practice (which I’ll call up and down, respectively) is the essence of the
scientific method, for example, for alternating between sensing a problem
moving down to collect data, moving up to formulate a specific problem to
solve, moving down to collect the relevant specific data, moving up to plan
a solution, moving down to try the solution and take new data, and moving
up to analyze the data to see whether the solution worked.

The WV model can also be applied to seeking opportunities for vision-
ary leadership (Figure 1.3). Suppose I am open to meeting new people who
perhaps have idea different than mine. I get together with a person (or per-
sons), perhaps for dinner or a glass of wine, with no specific aim in mind
but just to discover the uniqueness of the other person. If this goes well,
I may decide that I want to know more. So perhaps we continue our so-
cial get-together, now or at a later time, and continue to share experiences
with each other, still with no specific aim in mind. We may discover some
common interests and wishes and, thus, begin to share a common dream.
With this dream in mind, we can look for relevant opportunities, hopefully
find a specific project, and then carry out the project using conventional
project management tools, formal or informal contracts, and so forth. If
the project is a success, my interest in learning more about the other per-
son may grow, as will my willingness to risk developing relationships with
other people and, thus, I may find still more unexpected breakthrough pos-
sibilities.16

This is win-win thinking. Win-win opportunities occur naturally in a
give-give context. Certainly it is not an instance one person trying to take
advantage of another person and not even an instance where each person

Experience

I meet you 

with no aim

I discover your 

uniqueness

We share our 

experiences 

We discover 

common 

wishes

We catch 

Opportunities

We find 

new 

projects

Life

Thinking

I meet you 

with no aim

I discover your 

uniqueness

We discover 

common 

wishes

We find 

new 

projects

I am open to 

meet with new 

people

Experience Environment

I want to 

know more

We want to share 

a common dream

We can make a 

common project

We win together

We share our 

experiences 
We catch 

opportunities

Figure 1.3: The WV-model for openly seeking opportunities for break-
through.15
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is trading something the other person wants. In the win-win approach, one
offers what one has in the hope of building a trusting relationship which
will improve the world, but it is also OK if this happens to result in a
specific breakthrough project for one of the parties.

Regarding the model of developing human potential, historically we have
thought that new skills are the root of competency development. Applica-
tion of these skills in real-life situation consolidates the competency, suc-
cess in life follows from practicing these skills, and this brings job in life.
This is shown on the left side of Figure 1.4. (Of course, sometimes success
also brings greed rather than unalloyed joy, but we ignored that possibility
in our previous exposition.14)

1. Skills

2. Real-life

applications

3. Success

4. Joy!?

Prior thinking
New thinking

1. Dream

1

2. Joy

3. Real-life

applications

4. New

competencies

5. Success

Figure 1.4: A dream is needed.

Shoji Shiba and VLFM now see things in a different way (right side of
the figure). The starting point is a dream combined with the joy of learn-
ing. Learning happens with real life learning experiments — with impro-
visations. New competencies and skills are mastered with practice. The
competencies help realize our dreams and potential. Those achievements
allow one to dream of new possibilities leading to expanded excitement for
learning new things.

This change in point of view is needed for breakthrough. The historical
view is based on preconceptions about the skills that are needed which,
when mastered, typically lead to being very good at doing what has always
been done. The new joy-of-learning-based point of view, especially when
combined with a dream, leads to mastering unanticipated skills that are
essential for the unfolding future.

This is true for the community of Indian manufacturers as well as well
as for individual leaders. Industry and the country as a whole need a
dream of future possibilities and to have the joy to go after the dream.

These three innovations in point of view offer the possibility of breaking
with the past and transforming Indian companies and Indian society:

• Break with the past, expand horizons in the present, learn to look
into the future.

• Seek to realize human potential, dream with a nobel purpose, joyfully
learn, develop competence from practice and improvisation.
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• Transcend the traditional limitations of the confining work environ-
ment, practice the give-give spirit of selfless actions to realize a nobel
dream, perhaps extending to society as a whole.

Details
The details of Opportunity A discussed in this subsection are based on
what happened with the first, 2007–8, batch of Opportunity A partici-
pants.17,18 The second, 2008–9, batch of Opportunity A participants are
going through the program now, and the program is similar, with some
changes based on what was learned in 2007 and on changing business cir-
cumstances.

The schedule is included in Table 1.1 on page 17 (I’ll come back later
to the curriculum shown in the table). Each of the six modules,19 was
about a (6 day) week long with about six weeks between modules. Thus,
the participants spent about 35 days actually attending VLFM over the
better part of a year. Module 1 is split into two sections, with half the
participants in each section so Shoji Shiba can work with smaller groups
in helping them learn the Five Step Discovery Process. While modules 5A
and 5B take place at plant sites around India and Japan, much of modules
1–4 take place in the VLFM classroom, with day trips for more plant visits.

The VLFM classroom was created under the patronage of Mr. Jamshyd
Godrej (Figure 1.5, top left) and is located, with the CII Godrej Centre
for Excellence, in the Udyanchal Primary School (top right) on the Godrej
factory campus, already an active environment for learning. Mr. Godrej
also personally reviewed progress and was involved with Shoji Shiba in
design decisions. (Mr. Puranik, Dean of the VLFM program and Executive
Director of CII’s Godrej Centre for Excellence managed the construction
day by day.)

On the first day of each instance of Opportunity A, the pathway to the
VLFM classroom is decorated in a festive way (bottom right), including
Rangoli art (bottom left).

The VLFM classroom area is treated as an area of learning that re-
quires respect, like a Gurukul (Figure 1.6, top left). The classroom itself
is unique in that it has white walls on all sides, suitable for posting group
work and chairs but no desks or table for the students (top right). There
are no desks to give the participants practice in taking notes while talking
with customers and others in situations where typically no desk is avail-
able; they also practice sitting forward in their chairs, which in customer
situations shows interest and attentiveness. The students and faculty all
wear the same uniform shirt. Sometimes the students work at large sheets
of paper posted on the wall (bottom left) and sometimes sitting on the floor
(bottom right). Sometimes participants sit on the floor simply to make it
easier for those in the back to see a speaker.

Shoji Shiba sees three components in the evolution to create visionary
leaders: (1) meet the minimum requirements to be a competent global
manager; (2) enhance the strengths of Indian managers; (3) develop the
characteristics of visionary leaders.

To the first end, minimum requirements, Shoji Shiba posts the icons
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Figure 1.7: Minimum requirements to be a competent global manager.

in Figure 1.7 prominently in the VLFM classroom. Minimally, a global
manager must stop having a me first attitude. Otherwise he has too narrow
a window onto the world and will miss many opportunities. A global
manager must also focus on getting the job done and not pass the buck to
someone else; there is no time in a global environment for buck passing
and certainly no place for the job never being done at all as often happens
when the buck is passed. A manager in a global world must take action
and not just debate possibilities and talk talk talk about action.20

Manufacturing managers have always been concerned with production
efficiency; this is already a strength. To enhance this strength, manufactur-
ing managers need to expand their horizons of horizontal exploration, un-
derstanding the possibilities for a state-of-the-art production facility (e.g.,
in keeping with the concepts and practices of the Toyota Production Sys-
tem11) and knowing how to apply to tools to create such a production line
(e.g., the V-Map methodology, also from Professor Furuhashi12).

To be respected as a leader in the global marketplace, the manufac-
turing leader must see manufacturing in a big context, e.g., deal with all
aspects of manufacturing, as shown in Figure 1.8, not just the production
floor at the center of the figure, which has traditionally been a manufac-
turing manager’s purview and thus focus.

He must also be able to perceive the invisible, unknowable future, for
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Figure 1.8: small m to BIG M.
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Figure 1.9: Five Step Discovery Process.

which a practical tool is available — the Five Step Discovery Process,1,21

as shown in Figure 1.9.
The process starts with perceiving a change in the environment that

requires a change in what the business is doing. As is the essence of appli-
cation of the scientific, one moves repeatedly between the level of thought
(theory) and level of experience (empirical data). One works one’s way
down the ladder of abstraction to get to the factual data (no judgement, no
inference, multi-valued thinking) collected by observation in the Gemba.
One organizes the factual data into related groups and moves back up the
ladder of abstraction to fact-based conclusions. From this point at the level
of theory, one structures a model or theory, typically addressing cause and
effect. Then one moves forward based on this model, making appropriate
changes in the way one conducts one’s business, and sees how the changes
work in the real world, again moving down to the level of experience to
collect raw data from the changed way one is doing business. Notice that
in this process of moving between the levels of theory and experience, one
is undoubtedly alternating between using the left (language and analytic)
and right (intuitive and creating) sides of the brain.

The Opportunity A modules are structured to cover the BIG-M concept
(Figure 1.8), as shown in Figure 1.10. They provide a powerful mix of
hands-on methods, plants visited, and lectures. In fact the ratio of lecture
to more hands-on activities is planned to be 30-70.

Now review the curriculum sketched in Table 1.1. It covers at signif-
icant depth with a broad range of techniques, but focused on only a few
techniques, with significant opportunities to practice the techniques and
see the techniques in action. This is quite different from courses on many
specific topics which cover that topic comprehensively.

The approximately six-week intervals between modules permits the
participants to spend a decent amount of time in their real job between
sessions, and provides the participants with an opportunity to reflect on
the methods to which they have been introduced in the context of their
own companies.

The between module homework assignments are shown in Table 1.2.
The homework involves pre-work for the upcoming module and on what
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Table 1.1: Opportunity A schedule and curriculum.

Module 1 – Orientation and breakthrough management September 23–28 and
September 30–October 6, 2007

a. Introduction to VLFM and ice-breaking among participants; b. Leadership and role models;
c. Five Step Discovery Process (5SDP); d. Plant visit and application of 5SDP; e. Showroom
visit and application of 5SDP

Module 2 – Contemporary manufacturing systems; efficient flow November 10–15

a. TPS—Introduction and leader’s role; b. TPS—the Toyota way; c. Implementation of TPS;
d. Plant visit; e. Exploring spiritual leadership

Module 3 – Product design and development; latent customer needs December 16–21

a. Attractive quality creation; b. Product concept creation; c. R&D success story from Sony;
d. Patent strategy of Toshiba; e. Mall visit to find the latent customer needs

Module 4 – Strategic transformation January 27–February 1, 2008

a. Key tools for strategy building; b. Finance in business; c. Example from Canon of intellectual
property strategy; d. Patent strategy; e. Company transformation — case studies

Module 5a – India plant visits March 2–8

a. Tata Toyo; b. TechNova Imaging; c. Mahindra & Mahindra Farm Equipment Segment;
d. Galaxy Surfactant

Module 5b – Japan plant visits May 25–31

a. Komatsu factory; b. Nissan factory; c. Toyota Shokki factory; d. Presentation by Indian
businesses in Japan; e. Speakers (e.g., CEOs) from other Japanese companies

they learned in the previous module. The V-Mapping mentioned in the
table is a key part of applying TPS and is taught in Module 2.

Figure 1.11 illustrates the detailed schedule for one module, in this case
module 2 as presented in 2008. Each other module has a similarly focused
and diverse content. The schedule for a module may vary from one year
to the next. Flexibility in the content of a module is key to adapting to
the real world situations participants face. For instance, in the face of the
economic downturn of 2008 which is extending into 2009, module 4 was
completely changed.

Here are some additional facts, primarily about the 2007–2008 instance
of Opportunity A.

In addition to Chief Advisor Shoji Shiba, six Japanese experts partici-
pated in the program, working in an average of 1.5 modules. Shoji Shiba
himself served as director for module 1, and four very senior executives
from Indian industry served as directors for the other modules. Each of
these individuals had previously participated in a learning community
(page 64). Each of the module directors also served as a facilitator in other
modules, along with five other people (four from CII and another business
executive). Each module director was supported by the director of another
module and a facilitator. Each facilitator served in an average of three
modules. Four members of the CII staff provided infrastructure support
the modules. Thirty-two executives from industry, university professors,
and other management experts spoke during the modules, an average of
over six guest speakers per module for modules 1–4.
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Table 1.2: Homework assignments.

Before Module 1

a. Read the book Breakthrough Management ; b. Prepare a presentation on My Organisation,
covering my company’s business goal, factors affecting the business goal, and my role in
achieving the goal.

Between Modules 1 and 2

a. Research a role model; b. Create a current state map for your company; c. Make a list of
recent changes faced by your company.

Between Modules 2 and 3

a. Create a V-Map of one line of your plant based on learning’s from Module 2; b. Research and
make a presentation on a new model of mobile phone; c. Create a concept for a new television.

Between Modules 3 and 4

a. Repeat presentation on My Organisation, covering my company’s business goal, factors
affecting the business goal, and my role in achieving the goal; b Analyze the balance sheet of
your company and that of your best competitor, comparing several different ratios, identifying the
drivers of these ratios, comparing the drivers and noting factors where you or competitor excels,
and derive action plans;

Between Modules 4 and 5A

a. Consider “my dream for my company” and “my dream for myself”; b. Study the companies to
be visited in Module 5A.

Between Modules 5A and 5B

a. brush up on the knowledge required for good and meaningful on-site visits; b. to learn
beforehand about the factories and places to be visited, c. to be able to compare India as seen
from within against India as seen from outsider’s perspectives

The quality and breadth of faculty and guest presenters is extraordi-
nary. Thus, among other benefits, the participants in the program — the
future leaders — have an opportunity to observe and interact with already
eminent leaders. The amount of time a number of high level Indian execu-
tives give to the VLFM program is astonishing. Thus, in addition to the of-
ficial collaboration of industry, academia, and government mentioned in a
previous subsection, there is also a more immediate collaboration of indus-
try and academia (and a few contributions from government) in delivering
the program.

Modules typically had special night session speakers and demonstra-
tions in an informal environment. These included sessions on global dining
etiquette and the language of gestures (through Indian classical dance), a
wine tasting session, and a session on understanding creativity by under-
standing art and theater.

Three Indian plants were visited during module 1, one plant during
each of modules 2–4, and four plants during module 5A. The plants were
from a wide range of industries. In module 5B the participants visited
the Nissan, Komatsu, and Toyota Shokki plants and the Toyota Com-
memorative Museum of Industry and Technology, heard a presentations
by the CEO of Harley Davidson Japan and a few Indian entrepreneurs
who have been doing business in Japan, and learned about Shinkansen,
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the Japanese Bullet Train. The breadth of plants visited is matched only
by the quality of plants visited. These plant visits provide participants
with invaluable insight and inspiration.

The first batch of 46 participants were all senior managers in their
manufacturing companies, with an average of approaching 20 years of
manufacturing experience; all had engineering backgrounds. The partic-
ipants came from a couple of dozen companies (counting the divisions of
Godrej as separate companies). (In the instance of Opportunity A happen-
ing now, another couple of dozen companies are represented, some of the
same companies as in the first batch and some new companies.) A num-
ber of the companies are sending multiple people to successive sessions
to build a critical mass of such newly trained leaders in the companies.
These participants are furthermore encouraged to diffuse what they learn
in VLFM amongst colleagues in their workplaces to expand the critical
mass of like minded people at the workplace.

With participants from so many different companies involved and with
the amount of time they spend together over the course of the program,
considerable cross-company interaction is fostered. Such continued net-
working and sharing is also facilitated through the VLFM website and
encouraged at the VLFM annual meeting.

There is also a very explicit effort to make this program self-sustainable
with continuity from batch to batch. The initial module directors, deputy
directors, and facilitators came out of the learning community activities
and from the CII staff. Going forward the module directors for succes-
sive instances are selected from the deputy directors and facilitators from
previous instances, and the deputy directors and facilitators of the next
instance come from participants of the previous instance.

The participating companies and their executives and the participating
institutes are all modeling the give-give philosophy:22

1. All module directors of Opportunity A are from the industry and
spend unlimited time at the programme with the idea of sharing
their experience and learning. They often have to work nights to per-
form their functions at their organisations which giving their most to
the VLFM Programme

2. Many of the participants of Batch 1 have come back to the programme
as Deputy Module Directors and Facilitators to share their learnings
with the Batch 2 participants.

3. The mentors for Opportunity D are from Batch 1 and 2 of Opporunity
A. For Opportunity D the institutes also have adopted the give-give
philosophy in that they are charging minimumally for their profes-
sors’ time.

I remember also that two of the projects Mr. Sunderraman described
to me at Godrej (page 42) had an explicit component of enabling profit for
“poor villagers” and others who may not be well to do already. Obviously,
if one thinks about the BIG M all the way to the customer, then one may
see win-win opportunities that involve customers who have previously not
been included in India’s recent fabled growth.
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1.3 Opportunity B

The Post Graduate Programme for Executives — Visionary Leadership in
Manufacturing Program (PGPEX-VLMP, or VLMP for short) is a joint pro-
gram of the Indian Institute of Management Calcutta (IIMC), the Indian
Institute of Technology Kanpur (IITK), and the Indian Institue of Tech-
nology Madras (IITM). The first year summary23 (from which all of the
content of this section has been taken) lists the Confederation of Indian
Industry, the National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council, and the
Japan Industrial Cooperation Agency as “stakeholders” in the program,
and lists Shoji Shiba as having assisted in the creation of the program.

The program 2008 summary acknowledges its patterning on MIT’s orig-
inal Leaders for Manufacturing (page 80) program and its successors else-
where in the world. The program is a somewhat non-traditional university
program (like LFM), and it is also quite distinct in its approach from the
other VLFM opportunities:

• Aimed at helping managers with upwards of eight years experience
become senior managers.

• Ao date participants have mainly participated as individuals rather
than representatives of their companies (although a small percent-
age of participants may be sponsored by companies and the program
would welcome more sponsored participants).

• A majority of the time is spent in classroom training versus practical
training (the reverse is true for the other VLFM opportunities).

• While there is more emphasis on creating a learning community than
in the typical university course, there is less emphasis than in the
other parts of VLFM.

I will sketch this component of VLFM in much less detail than I do for
the other components of VLFM.

VLMP is a one full year residential program with 32 weeks of classroom
interaction (a total of 960 interaction hours) and quarter of the year in an
internship in industry. Upon completion of the program, participants are
given a joint certificate from the three academic institutes.

The year program from the first year of Opportunity B, which I have
copied essentially verbatim from the Class of 2008 brochure,23 is shown in
Figure 1.12. This program may very well change from year to year.

A majority (25) of the institute faculty members during the 2008 ses-
sion came from IIMC, with eight faculty members from IITK and eight
from IITM.

The backgrounds of the 28 participants in the class of 2008 were highly
varied:

• experience in eight different functional areas (half of the participants
from operations or production)

• from ten different industrial areas
• ages from 27 to 43 years (with two-thirds of them under age 32)
• experience in 20 or more different companies
• from ten to 23 years of work experience
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One participant’s experience.
Shoji Shiba and I spoke to Mr. Ajay Dhar at the CII Godrej Centre of Ex-
cellence in Mumbai on September 22, 2008. He had just finished partici-
pating as a facilitator for the module 2 week of Batch 2 of Opportunity A.
Mr. Dhar added to our story of VLFM a sketch of his finished, year-long
participation in Opportunity B.

Mr. Dhar previously worked at Maruti Suzuki (a leading Indian au-
tomobile manufacturer) for 21 years, in the machine engineering depart-
ment. After that long with the company he felt he was too much in his
comfort zone and wanted to learn and do something new. When he saw the
advertisement for Opportunity B, it seemed the perfect chance for him —
although the cost to him would be a year without salary and that much
again for course tuition, travel, and living expenses. It also meant spend-
ing much time away from his wife and children who stayed in Delhi while
he spent time at the two IITs and the IIM and in his internship.

Describing new insights he got from the academic parts of the program,
Mr. Dhar mentioned the following:

• from IIM Calcutta: the Five Step Discovery Process, deeper insight
into financial management, strategic management, and soft-side com-
munication skills

• from IIT Kampur: nano technology, product design (from ideation
to realization), and supply chain optimization (in both directions —
receiving incoming materials and components, and receiving used
products back for recyling)

• from IIT Madras: forecasting and scheduling, technology manage-
ment, supply chain management and network design, and widening
and lengthening one’s window of perception

Mr. Dhar did his internship at Sona Koyo Steering Systems in Gurgaon
where he did value stream mapping of two product lines; and from his
Japan visit as part of Opportunity B he got new insights (even though
he’d visited Japan twice before) that can be transferred to India and new
insights about Japan more generally.

Mr. Dhar says the following about Opportunity B. It brought new ob-
jectivity to his thinking — less subjectivity and more evidence based. It
also gave him a dramatically expanded view of the business cycle — insight
about the paradigm shift from small m manufacturing to Big M manufac-
turing. Finally, it showed him the need for role models for leadership and
the increasing importance of collaborative leadership. Another benefit of
participation in Opportunity B is the network he now has of his 29 other
participants in the program and the continuing opportunity for them to
learn from each other through a Google Group they have established.

Having recently finished Opportunity B, Mr. Dhar took a position with
Sona, in Delhi. However, while still in his orientation period with Sona,
CII arranged for him to be seconded for the week of facilitation of Mod-
ule 2 of Opportunity A. Of this participation in Module 2, Mr. Dhar notes
that even though he was a facilitator, he himself has learned a signifi-
cantly more detailed approach to value steam mapping. He also found the
amount of visibility (various data charts) that Behr maintains its factory
floor “is eye opening.”
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1.4 Opportunities C and D

Opportunity C, for CEOs, has not yet been created or offered. There is
sufficient demand, but the various opportunities are being launched in
a phased manner based on the urgency of need for each opportunities.
Opportunity C launch could happen in 2009.

The first instance of Opportunity D, for small and medium size enter-
prizes (SMEs), began in late September 2008.24

Opportunity D for SMEs has considerable philosophical overlap with Op-
portunity A and some organizational overlap. However, there are also
many differences.

Opportunity D is envisioned as a program for accelerated growth for
small and mid-size companies — to help convert SMEs identified as hav-
ing potential for high growth to actually become “locomotive,” high growth
companies. The phrase “locomotive company” is used to mean a company
that by way of its own performance and its example pulls Indian industry
ahead more generally. Two top leaders from each identified company, in-
cluding the owner or CEO, are invited to participate in the program and to
work together as a community, similar to the cluster approach (page 61).

The plan for achieving transformation of identified SMEs is a “One Stop
Shop” mentoring program (Figure 1.13).

Over a period of one year, the participants are to undergo five highly
interactive modules of three days each as shown in Table 1.3

The participating companies will also be exposed to already noteworthy
Indian and Japanese SMEs and larger companies from which they can
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Figure 1.13: One stop mutual mentoring system and its diffusion; a bridge
person (mentor) provides a one-stop interface to other resources to each of
companies A, B, and C to enable accelerating growth for the companies.
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Table 1.3: Opportunity D schedule

Module 1, Creating Breakthrough, September 26-28, 2008
        two month gap
Module 1, New Business and New Product Development, September 26-28, 2008
        three month gap
Module 3, Exploring Business Opportunities, February 2009
        two month gap
Module 4, Excellent Operations, April 17-19, 2009
       two month gap

Module 5, Global Marketing Strengths, June 19-21, 2009

learn lessons through interactions with business leaders from India and
Japan, including as part of a trip to Japan.

The formal instructors are coming from faculty drawn from IIT Kanpur,
IIT Madras, IIM Calcutta and EDI (Entrepreneurship Development Insti-
tute) Ahmedabad. Additionally, CII deputy directory general Dr. Sarita
Nagpal was the module director for the first module. CII is the imple-
menting agency and is doing the overall planning and scheduling of the
program, in consultation with Shoji Shiba. Interventions from various
Japanese experts are also planned.

Each company owner or CEO is to be associated with a set of mentors
from industry and academia who will provide support to identify and im-
plement locomotive projects leading to introduction of innovative products,
increased marketing strength and operational efficiency, and instilling a
philosophy that can help to make the company move from SME to a “Big”
enterprize. These mentors will include:

• experts in business functions including finance, strategy, HR, leader-
ship, and business development

• technology experts in specific domains
• visionaries

The mentors come from Opportunity A participants, CII, and IIT Kanpur,
IIT Madras, and IIM Calcutta.

The participating companies range in size from Rs. 50 to Rs. 500 crores
turnover, are from the manufacturing sector, and have good corporate gov-
ernance practices. A minimum of 30 percent growth from year to year
should have been achieved, as the program’s goal is not to motivate SMEs
to have higher aspiration; rather, the goal is to transform SMEs with high
potential into “locomotive” companies.

The companies will need to demonstrate a very high spirit of entre-
preneurship for achieving very aggressive targets. A letter of intent from
the owner or CEO is “invited,” to include a commitment to participate in
each of the five modules. The companies must have a focus to invest in
technology through R&D and willing to work with the academia in India
and Japan to create future products. The companies should be willing
to commit to learn and undergo this process of transformation through a
hand-holding mechanism prescribed by Prof. Shiba and his team.
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A CII press release at the start of Opportunity D said,

Through this programme CII aims to create a critical mass of 15–20
Visionary SMEs over [the three-year period from 2008–11], who [will]
become role models for others to follow. The aim is to build world class
companies leading the charge of Indian SMEs in the global arena. A
simultaneous exponential impact is likely to take place as these SMEs
start sharing and diffusing their learnings with other SMEs. It is
also expected that peer pressure will energize many more SMEs into
launching their journey towards excellence and leadership, creating
hundreds of VSMEs through a snowball effect.

Like the CII Cluster Programme, launched almost two decades
back, this programme has also started small. In the first year the CII
Cluster Programme benefited only 5–6 companies, [but that] has now
grown to over 850 companies through a snowball effect, [and] has im-
pacted more than 1100 SMEs. Many of these companies, such as Sona
Koyo Steering Systems Limited, have grown into world-class compa-
nies. The VSME programme will follow a similar pattern and is ex-
pected to create a larger impact over the years.

The press release also quotes Mr. Jamshyd Godrej, Chairman of the CII
VLFM Division, as saying, “This is a defining moment for Indian industry
when India has started its journey of creating Visionary SMEs.” And Dr.
V. Krishnamurthy, Chairman of the National Manufacturing Competitive-
ness Council said, “This is a unique programme [aimed] at making some
of our small and medium manufacturing industries into world-class com-
panies.”

The first instance of the SME program was just starting when I visited
India in September 2008.

The first Module was held at the CII Naoroji Godrej Centre of Excel-
lence, with a trip to the Behr factory (page 33) and to a factory of one of
the participating SMEs, as a benchmark. The plan is for the second, third,
fourth, and fifth modules taking place at participant companies, with the
third module taking place in Japan. Three companies are participating in
this first pilot of Opportunity D, with a total of six people from the par-
ticipating companies. The faculty, mentor, support staff, etc., numbered
12. This participant-staff ratio clearly indicates CII’s intention to make a
success of this program. It is edifying to look at some of the details of this
first instance of Opportunity D and its first module.

Day 1. Presentation of the objective of Opportunity D and how the one-
stop mentoring system will operating (Figure 1.13); presentation of each
company by each company following a six point outline suggested by Shoji
Shiba, comments on the presentations, revision of the presentations, and
comments by the participants; get together over dinner with discussion of
dining etiquette.

Day 2. Travel from Mumbai to Pune; instruction by Shoji Shiba on
seven diverse points of view to improve observation skill; visit to one of
the participating companies and then to Behr India; presentation of the
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Figure 1.14: Study continues on the bus.

case study of Matsushita (Panasonic) by Drs. Venkatesh (IIT Madras) and
Bansai (IIT Kanpur).

Day 3. Instruction in visual management of the planning process; as-
signments of faculty and mentors to participating companies; instruction
in the process of exploration and five principles for effective exploration
(a variation of the Five Step Discovery Process) and its application in
planning the company’s future; development of an information technology
structure (using Skype) for face-to-face communication with mentors and
other participating companies; assignment of implementation homework
to take place before then next three-day group session, including how the
company’s presentation of its work will be judged, and a homework read-
ing assignment.1,25

During the first 3-day session participating companies drew up their
vision statements and the paths they wish to take for learning from this
program. As the time I wrote this, they were working, with two dedicated
mentors, to achieve these plans within a defined time frame.

The modules in Opportunity D are short compared with those in Op-
portunity A — three days versus a week for each module. However, other
programs will be organized from time to time depending on the need of
the participating companies. For example, the program organizers are al-
ready planning a one day V-Map training session at the premises of one
of the participating companies. This special session will involve at least
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8–10 members from each of the participating companies, a critical mass of
people to actually apply V-Mapping in their company.

In addition to the mentoring by the two dedicated mentors, Shoji Shiba
will also provide mentoring, and the participants will also be able to ac-
cess a pool of mentors coming from the participating academic institutes
and from over 150 VLFM practitioners created or involved over the first
18 months of VLFM. Members of the VLFM Community follow a give-
give philosophy and are committed to transforming India’s manufacturing
sector. For example, the alumni of the VLFM Programme have already
started diffusing their learnings within their organizations and amongst
their suppliers, expanding the VLFM community and benefiting a larger
number of organizations.

1.5 How VLFM came about

During the period when Shoji Shiba was at MIT (1990–2003), Dr. Sarita
Nagpal of CII visited him six times. She repeatedly invited Shoji Shiba to
visit India, but he didn’t accept her invitation. Then in the winter of 2003
the owner of the Sona Group, Dr. Surinder Kapur, visited Japan when
Sona Koyo Steering Systems (page 49) was awarded the Deming Prize (on
of November 11, 2003). Dr. Kapur’s company is also a member of CII and
he had a close relationship with Dr. Nagpal.

During the Deming ceremony, Shoji Shiba gave a half-day seminar on
the benefit of a company receiving the Deming prize, which impressed Dr.
Kapur. Kiran Deshmukh, CEO of Sona Koyo, sketched what happened as
follows,26

November 11th that year was historic also for another reason. It was
on this day, that Dr. Kapur and I met Prof. Shoji Shiba in Tokyo during
the Deming Award ceremony. I had read Shiba-sans books on TQM
and had used them extensively in the training that I was conducting
in the company. Some discussions on that day, and several follow-up
correspondences between him and Dr. Kapur finally resulted in him
agreeing to come to India and guide a community of companies on his
methods of breakthrough management.

Thus, Shoji Shiba visited India under CII auspices in 2004 and the
learning community activities of 2004-2005 began (page 64), with Dr. Ka-
pur’s company being a founding member.

Kiran Deshmukh emphasizes the following:27

Shoji Shiba was clear and firm on one thing; he would not come to
India guide a single company (like our Sona Group). He would only
come if there were a committed community of like-minded people. I be-
lieve that Shoji Shiba’s condition of guiding a community of industries
rather than a specific company was the true driver of establishment of
his learning communities.

As part of the learning community activities, Shoji Shiba initially gave
a workshop aimed at CEOs and their number two people and later gave
workshop for real change leaders from the companies. He also worked
within companies to help them transform themselves. Various of the CEOs
were interested in a follow-on program for senior managers.
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Consequent to the learning community activities, Shoji Shiba was in-
vited to the office of Dr. Abdul Kalam, then President of India, who asked
him to help the Indian manufacturing community at the national level.
Thus, Shoji Shiba made a multi-year commitment to help in India.

Dr. V. Krihnamurthy also has had a long term relationship with CII
and is chairman of the National Manufacturing Competitiveness Council
(NMCC). The IIT in Kanpur, IIM in Calcutta, and Dr. Surinder Kapur
are also on the board of the NMCC. NMCC also pushed for a program for
senior managers. Consequently, Shoji Shiba suggested doing something
like the MIT Leaders for Manufacturing Program (LFM), which includes
collaboration between academia and industry.

Also, a textbook was needed as part of the various activities in which
he was involved in India and elsewhere. Thus, Shoji Shiba and I wrote a
more up-to-date version of his Breakthrough Management which had been
published in Japan in 2003. The English edition came out in 2006, and
H.E. Yasukuni Enoki, Ambassador to India, held hosted a ceremony at
the Japanese embassy in New Delhi in honor of publication of the book.
Ambassador Enoki also created a bridge to the Japanese International Co-
operation Agency (JICA, part of Japan’s Department of Foreign Affairs) for
Shoji Shiba to seek help with undertaking a program in India. JICA’s par-
ticipation made sense manufacturing methods are an important aspect of
Japanese culture and deserve to be promoted externally along with other
parts of Japanese culture.

A core team was created, representing the various Indian organiza-
tions, to plan the activity, with JICA support for Shoji Shiba’s participa-
tion. The core team consisted of Dinesh Sharma of Sona Koyo, Gautam
Gondil of Tata Quality Management Services, Dr. Ashok Mittal of IIT Kan-
pur, Kalpana Narain under a free lance assignment to CII, and Shoji Shiba
as the “guiding hand.”

The core team held its kickoff meeting in the JICA office in New Delhi
on June 5, 2006, where the committee worked for a week. The commit-
tee then traveled successively to IIT Kanpur, IIM Calcutta, IIT Madras,
back to IIT Kanpur, and finally back to New Delhi and the CII office there.
The entire sequence of visits and accompanying study and analysis took
approximately one month. The core team recommended that a VLFM pro-
gram for senior managers which was to be something like what is now
called Opportunity A.

However there was debate among the involved institutions regarding:
(a) the proposed ratio of practice (70 percent) to lecture (30 percent); (b) the
length of the program (tens of days in a year or a year full-time); and
(c) whether the program was residential or not. Shoji Shiba returned to
India several times after the initial month of core team activity, and in
December the core team sent out a survey to about 500 members of Indian
industry (of whom about 100 responded) to resolve the various debates.
This resulted in the vision for the four VLFM initiatives now known as
Opportunities A through D.

Opportunity A would be for senior executives of companies and would
stick with the 70-30 practice-to-lecture model. The survey revealed that
managers participating in VLFM under sponsorship of their companies
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could not be away from their jobs for more than a week at a time nor away
more than 35 days total in a year. Thus, a schedule was planned for 6
one-week sessions with about 1.5 months between sessions.28 The first
instance of Opportunity A began in September 2007. It went well, and the
second instance started in July 2008. Opportunity A will also expand in
2009.

Opportunity B was created as a one year residential program including
an internship in industry.29 The first instance of Opportunity B started in
August of 2007 and finished a year later. The program went well, the IITs
and IIM were happy with the program, and the next instance of the oppor-
tunity began in August 2008. Expansion of Opportunity B is scheduled for
2009.

A CEO course (Opportunity C) was envisioned, but it has not yet been
developed. Finally, NMCC wanted a program for small and medium-sized
enterprizes (SMEs), and thus Opportunity D was created. The first in-
stance of Opportunity D began on September 26, 2008.
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Chapter 2

VLFM early results

Forty-eight people participated in the first instance of Opportunity A that
ran from September 2007 through May 2008. At the end of the session, it
was too early to have specific results in participating companies from what
participants learned during the session. However, a survey was carried
out to learn what the participants’ CEOs thought of their participation in
Opportunity A. The CEOs were questioned about any behavior changes
they saw in their participants and about plans they had for future use of
participants within their companies.

As judged by their CEOs, over 96 percent of participants had changed
their behavior to a fact-based approach to management. Over 78 percent
were now using the tools and methods they learned in Opportunity A.
Fifty-two percent of participants showed improved leadership capabilities.
Forty-two percent of participants exhibited a broader view of manufactur-
ing, from a small-m viewpoint to a big-M viewpoint.

In terms of increased use to the company, 49 percent of participants
had already been assigned to a more challenging jobs; for 35 percent of
the participants, CEOs had definite plans to assign participants to more
challenging jobs; and the CEOs of the remaining 16 percent of partcipants’
CEOs said they would consider more challenging assignments for the par-
ticipants.

A first annual meeting of Opportunity A alumni was held on July 26, 2008,
at which the participants in the first session were given certificates of com-
pletion.30 As part of the annual meeting, the graduates wrote secret com-
mitments for themselves to meet before the next annual meeting and put
the commitments in a “time capsule” box.

Also at the first annual meeting, the participants for the upcoming sec-
ond session of Opportunity A were introduced to the graduates of the first
session. The availability of a VLFM website for continuing sharing and a
VLFM alumni society for continuing networking were also announced.

At the annual meeting participants from both sessions dedicated them-
selves to changing India’s manufacturing sector. Kalpana Narain reports
that, from her continuing interactions with the first session graduates,
they are working on their commitments to themselves, and their actions
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(for instance, helping delivery the second session) indicate a deeds-not-
just-words approach to improving the manufacturing sector.

VLFM is incrementally creating a series of publications (available for use
by all opportunities, A–D). CII coordinates the creation and publication of
the documents, with printing paid for by JICA.

Here is a list of documents already published in the VLFM Series:
• Learnings from the Toyota Production System — To Higher Competi-

tive Advantage, Professor Takeyuki Furuhashi, 2007, 101 pages11

• Making Excellent Comments (a methodology on how senior managers
should make comments which will benefit the person to whom the
comments are directed), ≈10 pages

• Review Report, VLFM Programme, Opportunity A, Sept. 23, 2007–
March 2, 2008, 55 pages

• The Tata Steel Story (based on a VLFM session presented by Dr.
J.J.Irani, Director, Tata Sons), ≈10 pages

• V-Map - Draft Version 0, Professor Takeyuki Furuhashi, September
2008, 45 pages12

• Concept Creation (based on a VLFM session presented by based on
the session by Mr. Mori, a expert from Japan), ≈10 pages

VLFM also publishes a newsletter from time to time and is currently
planning to publish a compilation of sessions presented by:

• Kaustubh Shukla, COO, Godrej PES Division
• Pranav Parikh, Chairman, TechNova
• Arnoud De Meyer, Dean, Judge Business School, Cambridge Univer-

sity

As I wrote this in September 2008, sufficient time had passed for specific
results to be realized by companies from the participation of their senior
managers in the first session, and case studies of such results are the sub-
ject of the rest of this chapter.

The following case study descriptions assume the reader is already
familiar with the Toyota Production System. For more about TPS, see
page 71.

These case studies were current at the time I drafted them in late Sep-
tember 2008.

2.1 Anand Automotive Systems

Anand Automotive Systems is a manufacturer of automotive components
and systems in India, with an annual sales turnover of $634 million. The
company was founded in 1961 by Mr. Deep C. Anand. Today Anand com-
prises 16 companies in nine states of India. In addition to supplying many
or most of the domestic automotive firms, about 15 percent of its total
sales comes from the export market. The total employment of the Anand
group of companies is over 7,500 people. Unusually in the Indian automo-
tive business, a significant majority (13 of 16) of the group’s companies are
joint ventures, typically, with overseas companies. Mr. Anand apparently
sees joint ventures as a better approach to overall company growth, and
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he somehow has the knack of keeping these joint ventures working. When
I asked Mr. Akhil Agarwal, president of Perfect Cirle (an Anand joint ven-
ture), “Why joint ventures rather than simple licensing?,” he said that the
joint venture leads to continuing involvement, with the partner continuing
to provide technology updates.

There is substantial collaboration, standardization, and resource shar-
ing across the Anand group of companies. For instance, Anand University
assists in training across the group.

Anand has been involved with CII for some time and, thus, it was nat-
ural for several of the companies in the group to participate in the second
of Shoji Shiba’s learning communities. That activity went well, and five
people from Anand participated in Batch 1 of VLFM Opportunity A, and
six people are participating in Batch 2.

Mr. Saideep Rathnam arranged for me to talk with top managers at
two Anand companies — Behr India and Perfect Circle. Mr. Rathnam is a
senior director of the Anand group and is dean of Anand University. Mr.
Rathnam noted that operating engineers who have been with the company
for two or three years are given an assessment for potential. Those with
appropriate potential are moved to quality engineering or maintenance
engineering, starting with five months of intense training — 4 one-week
training sessions with five weeks between each pair of training sessions.

Mr. Rathnam was in the first batch of real changes leaders during Shoji
Shiba’s learning community activities. He now directs Modules 2 and 4 of
Opportunity A and helps with Module 1.

The following two subsections describe some of the effects VLFM has
had on the two Anand group companies, Behr India and Perfect Circle.

Behr India Ltd.
Behr India is a 60-40 joint venture between the Behr Group in Germany
and Anand. It makes engine cooling systems (including the Visco c© fan
clutch) and HVAC systems for automobiles made by many different compa-
nies. In addition it provides a global purchasing service of Behr worldwide
and engineering services for other parts of the Behr group.

Behr India sent two people to Batch 1 of Opportunity A, Mr. Suraj
Hukkeri and Mr. Sumit Bhatnagar.

On September 20, 2008, on the several hour bus trip from the CII office
in Mumbai to Behr India’s factory in Pune, I talked at some length to
Tribhuvan Rasyara, General Manager - Operations (i.e., plant manager)
for the Pune factory and himself is a participant in Batch 2 of Opportunity
A.

When I asked Mr. Rasyara what impact he saw from the VLFM pro-
gram on Behr India, he first mentioned that he had seen a significant
change in the attitudes and behavior of Mr. Bhatnagar and Mr. Hukkeri
resulting from their participation in VLFM. (Since participating in the
VLFM program, Mr. Bhatnagar has been given higher responsibility, lead-
ing a joint venture elsewhere in the Anand group; and Mr. Hukkeri is said
to be on track for promotion within Behr India.)

Also, Mr. Rasyara explained, the company began using the tools Mr.
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Hukkeri and Mr. Bhatnagar learned in VFLM. For instance, the company
had a long term problem with employee attrition. They had discussed the
problem in the past but no action came of it. After Mr. Bhatnagar and Mr.
Hukkeri learned the Five Step Discovery Process in VLFM, the company
used that tool to build a model of their attrition situation which showed
the specific aspects of the problem they should work on. This resulted
in concrete actions for the first time and a consequent improvement in
attrition rate so they now have what they believe is the most competitive
rate in the Pune region.

Another technique Mr. Rasyara mentioned was Professor Takeyuiki
Furuhashi’s Visual Mapping Process for Value Stream Engineering.

Mr. Rasyara particularly mentioned the cross-company plant visits that
are part of VLFM. Such visits are not common in Indian industry, and he
sees them as a good part of the VLFM program. He gives credit to CII for
the inter-company nature of the program (most programs he has known
have been classroom-only programs), and he particulary appreciates that
CII is involving a reasonably small community of participating companies
(which makes the program different than either big class or professional
society sorts of activities).

After arriving at the Behr plant for this cross-company plant visit, the
VLFM group was shown a brief Powerpoint slide show about the company.
As part of this presentation, we were told that in late June and early July,
between the time of Opportunity A Batch 1 and Batch 2, Professor Fu-
ruhashi had visited the Behr India plant and worked with a team of five or
six engineers. Professor Furuhashi’s primary goal was to develop a man-
ual31 for what he came to call the V-Map process (Visual-MAPping). Ac-
cording to the Behr people, the process evolved and improved as Professor
Furuhasi developed the draft manual. In particular, their view of fluctua-
tions changed, and they saw the benefit of level flow.

They used their improved insight and Professor Furuhasi’s better meth-
ods to improve their material and work-in-progress flow and the quality of
their products. For instance, change-overs of a machine from one prod-
uct to another used to take 40 minutes, and they previously ran the same
product on a machine for three days between change-overs. The change
over time has been lowered to 5 minutes with product change overs mov-
ing to alternative days and now every day, and their ambition allow a
change over for every shift. Because of the reduction in materials and
work-in-process, they have also freed up considerable space. Because there
are global layout standards in Behr, Behr India exported its improved ap-
proach to the rest of Behr.

Then we went on the plant tour. The 48 VLFM people were divided into
about 8 groups of 6 each, and each group looked at a different part of the
factory with the help of a guide from Behr. I joined the group that looked
at the production line for producing the HVAC for the Mihindra Scorpio
car. Mr. Rasyara also was a member of this group (viewing one production
line in the plant he manages when not attending VLFM) which is probably
why I was assigned to the group.

My first reactions were (a) how clean and tidy shop floor is, and (b) the
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impressive amount of information they show visually at each production
cell (they call them “fractals”).

The group of which I was part was guided through the process for mak-
ing an HVAC system for the Scorpio car. In keeping with the principle
of driving the process from the customer end, we were guided from the
customer-end backwards to the beginning: the outgoing loading dock →
finished good storage → HVAC assembly → completing heat exchangers
using controlled atmosphere brazing technology (NOCOLOK R©) → bending
metal for the parts of the heat exchanger → incoming material storage.

Production teams regularly update a multi-skill matrix for the operat-
ing engineers. The matrix shows individual skill levels, and plans for each
person to graduate to next skill level. This is visual tool is posted at each
fractal. Further many operating engineers who started off their careers in
production lines have now graduated to various higher functions such as
heading a production line or working in the quality function, engineering,
etc.

I assume the group continued to the receiving dock, but at that point
Mr. Hukkeri took me away from the factory tour for a meeting with Mr.
Kaul, Chief Operating Officer and General Manager of the Behr India
plant (a meeting in which Mr. Hukkeri also participated).

I asked Mr. Kaul how he decided to send Mr. Hukkeri and Mr. Bhatna-
gar to participate in Batch 1. He explained that they decide at the Anand
group level who attends VLFM. He had previous interactions with Shoji
Shiba as part of the learning community activities; and he fought for two
people from Behr India to be sent to improve the likelihood of the com-
pany benefitting from the program (this was also in the face of a CII quota
for numbers of people from each company). He noted that Mr. Hukkeri
and Mr. Bhatnagar were senior people with a good sense of the company
who were likely to stay with the company and give back from what they
learned.

Mr. Kaul said that they have had success in improving two of their lines
even though they thought they were world class before their eyes were
opened to new possibilities. Mr. Kaul also sees a change in his managers —
he sees new vitality, and he senses that the engineers on the shop floor like
it there.

A few days after the plant visit, Mr. Hukkeri sent me some additional data
on the results of Behr’s V-Mapping work, as shown in Table 2.1

The V-Map approach has four levels: level 1, level 2, level 3A and
level 3B. Behr India had completely level 1 mapping for all of their pro-
duction lines. Additionally, they had completed mapping for two lines all
the way down to level 3B, and Heijnka implementation was going on for
those lines. They were scheduled to extend V-Mapping down to level 3B
to their other lines, realizing additional benefits such as those mentioned
above for the two lines that have already been fully mapped. Overall, they
the following schedule for the year beginning in August 2008: 1. V-Map
training for all fractals (finished); 2. V-Map training (in process); 3. Map
all fractals to obtain their current state at levels 1, 2, 3A and 3B; 4. Identify
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Table 2.1: Additional results from Behr India, plus two future steps.

Before After

1. No leveling of production causing over
production leading to shortage of trollies
and line stoppage.

Implementation of Heijunka, triggering on
per-customer consumption and thus re-
ducing fluctuations.

2. EPEI (Every Part Every Interval) figure
of 3 days; setup frequency of one model
every three days.

EPEI figure of 1 day; setup frequency of
one model every day (see post-change
Heijunka box in Figure 2.1).

3. Kanban was used for tanks. Tanks kanban replaced by on-line feed-
ing, thus eliminating work-in-progress.

4. 180 heaters stored on each trolley with
trollies requiring 34 square meters of
space (see left side of Figure 2.2).

Heaters stored in bins (rather than trol-
lies), 18 heaters per bin, with bins taking
11 square meters of space(see right side
of Figure 2.2).

Next
step

Relocate leak tester to be 15 meters
closer to the oven exit.

Next
step

Then relocate rework station to be 50 me-
ters closer to the leak tester.

improvement areas; 5. Implement improvements; 6. Re-map all fractals to
confirm improvements; 7. Heijunka calculation; 8. Heijunka implementa-
tion; 9. Linkage to kanbans.

Perfect Circle
Based in Nashik, India, Perfect Circle32 is India’a largest exporter of piston
rings.

On September 21, 2008, I visited with Mr. Akhil Agarwal, president
of Perfect Circle, another Anand company (a joint venture with the U.S.
company Dana Corporation). Mr. Agarwal was educated in metallurgy
and has 37 years of business experience. He has been with Perfect Circle
for 20 years and has been president since 1994. Previously he was general
manager of the company.

Mr. Subodh Korde, general manager of the ring division, was also present
for the meeting with Mr. Agarwal.

I asked how Perfect Circle became involved with VLFM. Mr. Agarwal
said that the Anand group CEO, Mr C.S. Patel, has had lots of interaction
with CII over the years; and Shoji Shiba had already been working with
the Anand group. Mr. Patel initiated the Anand Group’s involvement in
VLFM.

Mr. Agarwal saw the need for visionary leadership to find and meet the
needs of the future customer. Thus, he designated Mr. Korde for participa-
tion in Batch 1.

According to Mr. Korde,33 the company’s main product lines are plain
rings and chrome rings. Within plain rings, they have three product fam-
ilies: (1) napier rings as original equipment for automobiles mainly in
Europe; (2) small rings as original equipment for compressors in India;
(3) plain oil rings for after sales service. Within chrome plated rings, they
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Figure 2.1: Heijunka box after reduction of EPEI; see point 1 of Table 2.1.

Figure 2.2: Heater storage before and after; see point 4 of Table 2.1.
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have four product families: (1) ductile (nodular iron) rings with diame-
ters greater than 100 mm as original equipment for heavy duty engines;
(2) ductile rings with diameters less than 100 mm for domestic after sales
service; (3) chrome oil rings mainly for after sales service; (4) chrome com-
pression rings mainly for after sales service. Perfect Circle also has a busi-
ness of supplying of sets of rings from both the plain and chrome product
families, depending on customer requirements.

Mr. Agarwal stated that Perfect Circle has applied the methods learned
in VLFM such as TPS (or lean manufacturing) and value stream mapping
in a pair of areas. They have identified the need for customer satisfaction
in deliveries, including for delivery lead times. They have also substan-
tially reduced their work-in-progress and travel time within the factory,
which in turn have freed up a substantial amount of space in the factory.
In their “plain ring” family of products, a consequence is reduced scrap and
reduced customer complaints. Specific results are shown in Table 2.2

They have designed the current and future value stream to drive man-
ufacturing from customer need. They have reworked the capacity of each
value stream. Manager authority and responsibility has been aligned with
each value stream. The reports for production planning, production, qual-
ity, and accidents have been aligned with value streams. Manpower re-
quirements and deployment has been aligned with value streams. Em-
ployee group activity has been aligned with value streams.

Among some of the more specific actions, an astonishing figure they
mentioned to me is that, over the past almost 18 months, they have moved
117 machines — an average of over 7 machines per month. They have also
implemented an accident clock and a safety awareness poster, and have
begun implementation of an andon system.

Mr. Agarwal and Mr. Korde also noted some future goals. They plan
to reduce scrap for chrome rings by 23 percent; however, they believe that
this will require some new technology. They plan to reduce total inven-
tory 15 percent. They plan to continued training sessions for managers

Table 2.2: Results at Perfect Circle over the past ≈18 months, mostly re-
lating to plain rings.

Inventory Work-in-progress down 45 percent; total inventory down 26 percent; value of
WIP down 27 percent.

Distance
traveled

Napier rings reduced by 85 percent; small rings reduced by 58 percent; oil
rings reduced by 79 percent.

Floor
space
released

A total of 889 square meters released from 8 different factory area; 11 percent
reduction in space.

Lead time Napier lead time reduced 53 percent; small rings lead time reduced 75 percent.

Pull
system

A visual kanban system has been installed, that operates on a FIFO basis
where additions to a kanban can only be made when a unit has been removed
by the following step, driven by shipments to customers and cascading all the
way back to triggering suppliers; a 50 percent lot size reduction has resulted.

Scrap
reduction

43 percent reduction in plain ring scrap.
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on value stream mapping and lean thinking (to date 72 people have at-
tended training sessions); they are also providing hands-on training for
value stream mapping and layout design.

Mr. Korde (whose original degree was in electrical engineering and who
has a graduate diploma in finance) took me on a trip around his factory.

During my tour I met several of Mr. Kordo’s operating team which
included: Kumar Rao (layout change), Subhash Patil (production), Alim
Shaikh (production), Suhas Khade (production), and Sunil Phatale (pro-
duction planning), who I did not meet. Their big challenge was to change
the culture of all the people in the organization.

On the tour, I saw some of the following:

• A bulletin board where they share up-to-date information on com-
pany performance with all employees — figures for safety (daily), de-
livery (monthly), morale (daily), quality (monthly), growth (monthly),
and productivity (monthly).

• The empty area along one whole side a factory building and the
empty wing of the same building where space had been freed up by
their value stream mapping.

• Andon lights for eight different value streams.
• A 4W1H action plan for the next 90 days posted on a bulletin board

at each cell.
• Carts and trollies in boxes painted on the floor as visual kanbans for

work-in-progress between pairs of machines.
• A poster (Figure 2.3) portraying the company’s safety concept — each

person has a responsibility for safety for his or her own benefit and
for the benefit of the entire “family” (i.e., company).

Figure 2.3: Perfect Circle safety poster.
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• A first-in-first-out system in finished goods consisting of a set of metal
shelves, open on both sides, with boxes of finished goods placed on
one side of the shelves and pushed, as an additional box is added,
to the other side of the shelf from which boxes are removed. Where
the inventory of a certain type resides on these shelves is controlled
with a set of plastic pockets on the end of one bay of shelves, where
each position in the layout of pockets indicates a specific area on the
shelves, and the writing on the card in a pocket indicates what is in
the area of the shelves; with not so many types of inventory, a person
can see at a glance what is where.

Mr. Korde and some of his key managers also showed me a room with
the walls covered with charts and other paper tools — such as current state
maps, floor plans for buildings and movable paper cutouts representing
each machine. They have spent much time moving the paper cutouts
around the floor plans as they incrementally figured out significantly im-
proved positions for each machine.

From the room, I was taken to a bulletin board near one set of ma-
chines where they had figured out how to additionally improve the flow of
material between a set of machines (Figure 2.4).

As we walked, Mr. Korde had told me some more things about the way
they worked and plan to work going forward and where they had gotten
their insight.

• He learned about the andon system and color standards in VLFM.
• He saw an accident board in another company.
• He led the first cycle of improvement, but his subordinates will lead

the next cycle including teaching other employees and suppliers.
• To date they have done value stream mapping of their production

line; they will also do it for the inspection function.
• They used a “part-and-process” approach to value stream mapping

which assumes all parts with the same process reside in the same
value stream. In this approach, a chart is made (one for plain rings
and one for chrome rings) with processes on x-axis and parts on
y-axis. This highlights groups of parts with the same or similar
processes. They call these groups “product families.”

• They did a current state map for all product families.
• The value streams are now distinct to the extent possible, where in

earlier days the value streams were mixed together. “With a con-
ventional system, you can’t tell what is happening when a customer
calls,” says Mr. Korde.

• They drive many things off the value streams: the daily production
report, the weekly plan for deploying people, and the daily inspection
report are all organized by value stream. In fact, the entire budget
for the next year is keyed to the value streams.

• They have moved many machines but they still need to get all the
plain ring machines into a single building.
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• At one point as we walked, Mr. Korde referred to the “seven wastes”
(of Shigeo Shingo) and Perfect Circle’s approaches to eliminating them:

1. Overproduction — use of value stream mapping with a kanban
between steps of a process to control inventory levels

2. Transportation — relocation of machines (as already discussed)
3. Unnecessary inventory — balance “man and machine”
4. Inappropriate processing — eliminate it
5. Waiting — reduce set up time
6. Excess motion — only a few modest efforts to date; need to do a

comprehensive ergonomic study and decide on an action plan
7. Defects — correct the wrong action

• Continuous improvement was how they learned — over many projects.

Of his participation in VLFM and the improvements in his factory, Mr.
Korde expressed great happiness. He is proud to be part of the VLFM
community. He is pleased to be passing on what he has learned to Perfect
Circle’s employees and suppliers. He has a dream of happy customers,
happy employees, and a new search for excellence. All in all, Mr. Korde
and his subordinates were visibly enthusiastic about what they are doing.

2.2 Godrej

Godrej is a large (approaching $2 billion in annual turnover) company that
is in a number of businesses.34 The company has a long history,35 having
been founded in 1897. Jamshyd N. Godrej is the current chairman and is
personally involved with VLFM.

Godrej’s use of the VLFM program is a story of management develop-
ment — a story in three parts. As you will see, the company increases the
amount it gets out of the program by the amount it puts into the program.

G. Sunderraman’s journey and involvement with VLFM
On September 24, 2008, I talked to G. Sunderraman, Vice President Cor-
porate Development, of Godrej & Boyce Manufacturing Co. Ltd. We first
met in the CII Excellence Centre on Godrej’s Pirojshanagar campus in the
Vikhroli part of northeastern Mumbai.

G. Sunderraman did his pre-college schooling in Gujarat and went on
to receive an electrical engineering degree from IIT Madras. After univer-
sity, he took a job at GEC India (then a subsidiary of GE in the UK). From
there he took an MBA from the prestigious Indian Institute of Manage-
ment Ahmedabad, and then took a job with Godrej where he had been 27
years (to the day) on the day we talked. He spent five years in sales and
marketing which included market planning and starting and managing a
sales branch in the northeast of the country. Next he shifted to manufac-
turing where he was a deputy plant head.

However, Mr. Sunderraman became interested in quality, and in 1988
started getting involved in the early stages of the quality movement in In-
dia and with CII where he met Sarita Nagpal in 1989. He moved out of
his position in manufacturing in 1990 and took a position driving quality
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in Godrej and reporting to Jamshyd Godrej, managing director of the com-
pany, company and Mr. Kalwachia, the then head of human resources. At
first Mr. Sunderraman’s quality position mostly included grass roots TQM
training and awareness. In 1994 his purview expanded to include manu-
facturing quality. Because Godrej’s appliance business was a joint venture
with GE at the time, they were involved with 6 Sigma, the balanced score-
card, etc., which Mr. Sunderraman learned.

In 1998 Mr. Sunderraman took over the lead of purchasing where he
was involved with the entire supply and logistics chains.

In 2004, Mr. Sunderraman participated as an individual (Godrej did
not participate as a company) in Shoji Shiba’s learning community activ-
ities (page 64). He thereafter initiated corporate innovation initiative in
2006. Consequently, he encouraged Godrej’s corporate involvement when
the VLFM activity started.

A few months later, Mr. Sunderraman and Sarita Nagpal were dis-
cussing the possible locations of the Opportunity A administrative and
classroom activities, and Jamshyd Godrej said to do it at the existing CII
Excellence Centre on the company’s Pirojshanagar campus. Shoji Shiba
and Mr. Sunderraman specified how to renovate a wing of five classrooms
to be outfitted with floor-to-ceiling white walls for posting group work.
They also specified carpeted floors in the class rooms for sitting on the floor
during group work and a polished corridor floor and cubby holes for shoes
with the idea that shoes would be removed as a sign of respect for this
learning area. Mr. Sunderraman was closely involved throughout the 3–4
month renovation effort. The results can be seen in Figures 1.5 and 1.6.

When the first instance of VLFM Opportunity A was gearing up, Mr.
Sunderraman was asked to be the director of Module 3 on product devel-
opment. He also helped with Module 1 in which the basic tools such as the
Five Step Discovery Process are learned. He also used his business con-
tacts to help find other people to help with Opportunity A. He estimates
that last year he spent 20–25 percent of his time on VLFM. This year Mr.
Sunderraman has taken more responsibility for Module 1, and on the day
I talked to him he was doing the detailed preparation for the upcoming
session of Module 3.

Throughout all this activity with Shoji Shiba’s learning communities
and VLFM, Mr. Sunderraman is finding he himself is changing, for ex-
ample, his ideas and thinking on leadership and his approach to product
innovation, using Concept Engineering, the Five Step Discovery Process,
etc. (as well as tools from other sources). Mr. Sunderraman believes that a
significant benefit to Godrej of his participation with VLFM is his personal
development, as will be illustrated below.

Godrej’s use of VLFM for management development
Godrej had eight participants in the 2007–2008 session of Opportunity A:
two people from the Appliances Division, two people from the Storage Solu-
tions Division, two people from the Interior (furniture) Division, and two
people from the Precision Engineering Systems Division. The company
now has 14 participants in the 2008–2009 session of Opportunity A: three
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from the Furniture Division, three from the Precision Engineering Divi-
sion, two from the Appliances Division, two from the Locks Division, two
from the Storage Solutions Division, and two from the Tool Room Division.

G. Sunderraman provided three examples of the benefit to Godrej of
these people participating in Opportunity A.

Example 1. Since participating in Opportunity A, the then head of one
of the Appliance Division’s manufacturing units, Mr. K.K. Saraf, has been
placed in a position where he influences all three manufacturing units,
their vendors, and product integration. He pushes the frontiers of quality
and the frontiers of supplier development. He provides guidance to people
in a plant who are doing V-Mapping, thus bringing this and other tools
from VLFM to people in Godrej who themselves did not attend VLFM.

Mr. Saraf ’s replacement as the head of that Appliance Division’s man-
ufacturing unit is in the second batch of Opportunity A, and now both of
them can drive value stream engineering in the unit.

Example 2. The manufacturing head, Mr. P. Balasubramanian, of Go-
drej’s storage solutions division (e.g., warehouse storage racks, handling
equipment, etc.) was in Batch 1, as was Mr. G. Ramanathan, Mr. Bala-
subramanian’s head of quality. Mr. Balasubramanian is now driving value
stream engineering and plant reconfiguration to improve throughput in
his plant.

This division has two more people in Batch 2 which soon will give them
four people in the division with VLFM training. Their goal is to move from
a turnover of Rs. 150 crore to Rs. 400 crore.

The storage system for each customer is different. Thus, in addition to
doing value stream engineering on their own processes, they must under-
stand the value stream of each customer (in effect doing a value stream
engineering project for each customer) in order to deliver the appropriate
storage system. All in all, they need to do value stream engineering for
their own plant, for their project delivery process, and for the customer’s
value stream. With regard to their own plant, they expect to have a new
layout by December 2008.

Mr. Sunderraman says of Mr. Balasubramanian and his participation
in VLFM, “It released the potential of the business.” The business has now
made a profit for the first time and forecasts an increased profit next year.
Mr. Balasubramanian himself is deputy director of Module 1 and Module 2
for Batch 2 of Opportunity A.

Example 3. The head of a manufacturing section of the Furniture Di-
vision was in Batch 1. The division has lots of products, lots of product
changes, low volume for each product, etc., so their process flow must be
efficient. With the new knowledge from VLFM coming into the division,
the division’s managers are now attacking the efficiency issues with new
insight.

As mentioned, Godrej had six people in Batch 1, and they now have 14 peo-
ple in Batch 2. Each division that participated in the first batch has two or
three people in the second batch in order to provide continuity and increase
critical mass in a division. They also have people from two additional di-
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visions in Batch 2 — the Locks Division and the Tool Room Division. The
general manager of Research and Development is also in Batch 2.

Godjeg could only have so many people in Batch 2, and there was com-
petition among the division heads for positions in Batch 2. I asked Mr.
Sunderraman who makes the decision about who attends VLFM. He said
he makes suggestions to the business heads and the head of human re-
sources, plus the business heads have their own views about who should
attend. Ultimately a list of participants is drawn up, and Mr. Godrej un-
derstands and endorses that list.

Mr. Sunderraman states that VLFM gives them a common language
and set of methods, provides an improved model of leadership behavior,
and increases management motivation. It also provides an approach that
can be trained downward and also implicitly provides training to the divi-
sion heads, going upward.

Godrej’s innovation initiative
Later during our talk, Mr. Sunderraman took me to see Godrej’s main show
room on the campus and to see the on-going innovation work posted in his
office and in the room they call their “innovation centre.” At the centre,
Mr. Sunderraman also introduced me to Mayur Rathod, Deputy Manager -
Innovation, Appliances Division.

Mr. Sunderraman made the point that they they add insight and meth-
ods from other sources to what they learn from VLFM. For instance, they
worked with Clayton Christensen and his consulting group, Innosight.
Shoji Shiba first directed Mr. Sunderraman to Christensen’s work on de-
structive technologies.36 Godrej also learnt from workshop conducted by
IDEO. These methods from other sources appear compatible, even syner-
gistic, with the methods Godrej has learned from VLFM.

Mr. Sunderraman’s corporate innovation initiative started with asking
Clayton Christensen and his consulting group to develop a set of approx-
imately 20 destructive innovation ideas — business or technology ideas
that, if implemented, could fundamentally change a business and likely
disrupt existing markets. A smaller expert team reduced the 20 ideas to
8, and of these Mr. Godrej picked four for attempted implementation. Mr.
Sunderraman was assigned to bring these initiatives to fruition.

Mr. Sunderraman provided me with descriptions of two of these initia-
tives.

One initiative. Mr. Sunderraman states that only 16 percent of the
population of India own a refrigerator. The basic range of refrigerator
prices and sizes go from Rs. 7,000 price (something like $175) for a 175
liter capacity unit to Rs. 11,000 for a 250 liter unit. The minimum size
and price of refrigerator in a typical product line is Rs. 6,500 for a 100 liter
unit. Most people cannot afford the minimum price or the electric power
cost of operating such a refrigerator, and they also don’t have floor space
for a typical refrigerator. There is a market for second hand refrigerators
of the 175 liter size at a second hand price of Rs. 2500, but even then the
cost of electricity and the space taken are issues.
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Furthermore, when the product development team from Godrej looked
into such second hand refrigerators in the small (oftentimes makeshift)
houses in Indian villages, most of the 175 liter capacity was unused. The
family might have a couple of small bowls of food left over from the pre-
vious meal, a few water bottles, and two or three other small containers.
They might only use a few tens of liters of the refrigerator’s available ca-
pacity, and they don’t typically use the ice making capability of the refrig-
erator.

The idea of this initiative is to provide a small (essentially portable)
30/45 liter capacity refrigerator to sell for Rs. 3350–3800. The problem
with conventional refrigerator cooling systems (compressors, condensers
and evaporators) is that they cost a minimum to Rs. 2,000; thus, the en-
visioned small refrigerator is cooled by thermoelectric means. (This tech-
nology has previously been used in high end car cooling systems and for
picnic coolers.) The outside dimensions of the refrigerator are about .9m
wide (with carrying handles), .6m deep, and .6m high. It runs on an unin-
terruptible power supply (i.e., battery power) with a power cord to plug it
into the electrical grid.

As with the other initiatives, the development of this idea used the
tools taught in VLFM, for example, the Five Step Discovery Process and
V-Mapping. However, the members of Mr. Sunderraman’s small team have
not attended the VLFM course. Mr. Sunderraman teaches them the meth-
ods and guides their use of the methods until team members are fully
capable with the methods. In this way, the VLFM teachings are being
diffused into others in Godrej.

As with the VLFM methods, both Clayton Christensen’s group and
IDEO encourage going out to see and talk to the real potential users to
find the needs they may not know they have and to test product concepts
resulting from these needs. In particular, IDEO makes enormous use of
photos of the potential customer environment and product use.

Team leader Sanjay Lonial and his team members, who are developing
this initiative, visited typical villages where the small refrigerator might
be sold, to observe things prior to and after prototype units were available.
Among other analysis tools, they created charts like that shown in Fig-
ure 2.5. The chart in the figure looks a lot like the Five Step Discovery
Process charts; however, it also includes photographic images to help the
team understand the context of the labels on the chart. The intermixing of
a conventional chart and the photos can be seen better in Figure 2.6.

Of the work they are doing, Mr. Sunderraman says, “Are we using the
VLFM methods perfectly as taught by VLFM? No. But we live VLFM.”

The team led by Mr. Lonial for this initiative is using the value stream
engineering methods (learned by Mr. Sunderraman from VLFM) in two
ways, neither of which is the way the Anand companies (page 32), for in-
stance, use the methods to improve existing factory processes. First, the
team creates the future value stream map for the future solution. Sec-
ond, the team creates the value stream map for actually distributing (i.e.,
selling) the product.

They do not plan to sell these small refrigerators through the normal
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Figure 2.5: Combining 5SDP and IDEO’s concept of using photos exten-
sively.

Figure 2.6: A closer view.
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Figure 2.7: Village demonstration stand.

large urban appliance sales channels, as those channels are not oriented
to villagers who might buy the small refrigerators. Instead, they are creat-
ing an entirely new channel. They envision a woman of the village demon-
strating the refrigerator on a small stand (see Figure 2.7) with a shelf on
which to set one of the small refrigerators and an umbrella to keep off the
sun. They are investigating sources of micro-finance to allow villagers to
go into this refrigerator selling business. Thus, Godrej hopes not only to
sell villagers small refrigerators that improve their lifestyle, but also to
improve the livelihoods of some villagers.

The product is being launched in February 2009.

Another initiative. On September 25, Mr. Sunderraman introduced me
to Manoj Rathi, an innovation team leader in Gogrej’s Interio (i.e., furni-
ture) division. For 13 or 14 years Mr. Rathi had been working for Godrej
in sales in Gujarat state. The company posted the job of leading this inno-
vation effort, Mr. Rathi applied, and he was accepted for the position and
moved to Mumbai with his wife and children.

The Interio division historically has made office furniture, both off-the-
shelf and custom, but made only off-the-shelf furniture for residential use.
The market for off-the-shelf residential furniture is small compared with
the market for custom furniture. For instance, the off-the-shelf market is
Rs. 3,000 crore while the custom market is Rs. 14,000 crore.

Today a person wanting customer furniture for his or her home has
“five points of pain,” as Mr. Rathi discovered using the VLFM methods,
e.g., 5SDP, MPM, etc., methods he learned from Mr. Sunderraman who
also guided him in their initial use. The points of pain are:
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• finding a good carpenter
• budget and delivery time escalation after the carpenter has been se-

lected based on his quote
• seeing a selection of design materials
• the possibility of the carpenter using materials of lesser quality than

he quoted
• envisioning the finished product and its placement in the house
The day I interviewed Mr. Rathi, he was the sole member of his team,

but two more people were to join his team the following month.
The customer residential furniture business they envision will be based

on standard manufactured components that are on display in regional de-
sign studios. The studios will be franchised. Each studio will have exam-
ples of available materials, images of the finished furniture constructed
from the components, and a system for envisioning various configurations
of the furniture in the customer’s home. A designer will reside in the studio
to help the customers.

They also envision creating a network of qualified carpenters and less
skill assemblers affiliated with each design studio. The assemblers will
do the routine work of assembling the components into a “custom” piece
of furniture, and the carpenters will do the actual custom installations.
Godrej and the design studios will provide tools, jigs, and training to car-
penters and assemblers. Thus, in addition to removing the five pain points
for customers, they will also improve the lives of the carpenters who are
expected to earn three times as much as they do now and who are usu-
ally not comfortable with the business as opposed to craft part of making
furniture.

Godrej has 14 percent of the market today and, by discovering the un-
met, unspoken, and probably unimagined needs of the customers, they
hope to gain a much large share of the market. They are planning a pilot
program in 15 of Godrej-owned apartment buildings in December 2008.

Mr. Sunderraman concluded this visit with Mr. Rahhi by making that
point that, “VLFM lives in Godrej by moving from person to person and
not only in the Godrej people who have themselves attended VLFM.”

2.3 Sona Koyo Steering Systems Limited

Sona Koyo Steering Systems Limited is a joint venture of the Sona Group
of India37 and Koyo Seiko Company (now JTEKT Corporation) of Japan,
a global technology leader in steering systems and drive line products. At
this time, the company has a turnover of Rs. 8,300 million (about US $200
million).

The company has been following the TQM practices since 1998. In
2003, Sona Koyo was awarded the Deming Prize. It was recipient of the
JIPM TPM Excellence Award in 2007. In 2004, the company was a found-
ing member of Shoji Shiba’s Learning Community for Breakthrough Man-
agement (page 64). As a member of this community, the company devel-
oped several “Real Change Leaders” (RCLs) who developed skills in ap-
plying breakthrough management principles. The company was involved
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in the initiation of the VLFM program and provides support by being on
the VLFM Board; two of company’s RCLs were Module Directors for two
modules during the first batch of Opportunity A.38

Sona Koyo sent ten participants from four divisions of the Sona group
to the 2007–2008 session of Opportunity A, and it has five participants
from four divisions in the 2008–2009 session.

The two improvement stories in this subsection were forwarded to me
by Kiran Deshmukh. He is the Deputy Managing Director of Sona Koyo
and himself was a participant in Shoji Shiba’s learning community activi-
ties. I was unable to meet personally with him during my September 2008
trip to India, but Mr. Deshmukh and I had met face-to-face and spent sev-
eral days together in May of 2007 at a workshop organized by Shoji Shiba
in Fayence, France.

Story from Sona Koyo Steering Systems Ltd. Gurgaon Plant
The September 8, 2008, write-up from which I derived this subsection was
done by Mr. Manoj Kumar Sharma, who participated in Batch 1. The
write-up begins with the following statement.

Recently, due to huge attrition of engineers and supervisors, as a result
of general surge in Indian economy, the company faced severe crunch
of trained middle managers. When commodity prices spiraled upwards
in an unprecedented way, the company needed to achieve big cost re-
ductions in its operations. Mobilizing a young team of engineers for
applying the Japanese cost reduction practices became a challenge for
the management. By diffusing the knowledge obtained by a few young
leaders who had undergone the VLFM program, the company was able
to achieve drastic cost reductions in a very short time.

Over the past two years, commodity prices have increased by 40–60
percent, and fuel prices have followed a similarly steep curve. Because of
these cost increases and the rapid increase in competition in the Indian
market, a tremendous decline in market prices is happening (30–40 per-
cent over five years for some product lines), and there is great need for
cost reduction. However, the required level of cost reduction is much more
than normal incremental improvement activities can produce. Thus Sona
Koyo must decrease manufacturing costs, even though they are not a large
proportion of the price.

From the company’s conveniently timed participation in VLFM, the
participants came to understand the importance of optimizing the entire
supply chain of a manufacturing process. The participants learned the
basics of TPS from Professor Furuhashi in Module 2, in particular the
concept of waste elimination; and in Module 5B they saw the practical
application of aspects of TPS in a Toyota Industries plant in Japan.

In July 2008, Sona Koyo designed a waste elimination program, using
VLFM’s principle of 30 percent theory and 70 percent practice. Six groups
of 10 engineers were given training in waste elimination with relevant
examples, followed by practice sessions on selected assembly lines where
each engineer was asked to observe opportunities for eliminating waste.
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The practice sessions were repeated three times — until everyone was able
to observe one waste per two minutes. With this training and skill in
hand, each of the 60 engineers was given the target of identifying and
eliminating at least one waste per week.

A total target was set of eliminating 720 wastes in three months. From
July through September, 648 opportunities were observed and corrective
Kaizen efforts initiated. About 35 percent of the discovered waste came
from excess operations, another 35 percent came from defects, and the
remaining 30 percent came roughly equally from eliminating wastes in
inventory, transportation, waiting, and motion (the case study made no
mention of waste from over production).

An example of removing waiting time involved line-balancing among
seven pieces of equipment and reducing the number of operators from four
to three. Two examples of removal of excess operation were (1) using one
paste-on sticker where previously two were used, and (2) switching from
manually cutting a piece of wire from a roll to using an automatic wire
cutting machine (developed in house) to cut the piece of wire from the roll.

A third example of removal of excess operation is shown in Figure 2.8.
There are ten threaded holes in a machined casting. The customer, a car
maker, puts bolts in the holes while assembling a gear on it. To make 100
percent sure that the customer’s assembly operator does not have trouble
while assembling the bolts, Sona Koyo needs to check the quality of the
threads of every hole. As shown on the left side of the figure, they previ-
ously did this inspection by actually tightening ten bolts in the ten holes
and then removing them before shipment of the machined casting to the
customer. Screwing and unscrewing was done by a pneumatic wrench with
a hex nut socket fitting. But the operation was cumbersome because, af-
ter screwing in the bolts, the operator had to change the direction of the
pneumatic wrench to unscrew the bolts. The new process on the right side
of the figure uses threaded studs with a hex (Allen) socket within the cir-
cumference of the stud. With this arrangement the studs can be driven all
the way through the threaded holes using an Allen key and fall into a pan
below from where they can be collected for reuse. Thus, the two operations
of screwing and unscrewing have been replaced by just one operation of
screwing.

The results of the wasted elimination effort were fast and dramatic.
Over the period of three months (from July–September 2008), Rs. 1.47
million in inventory carrying costs were eliminated. Motion was reduced
by 1,135 meters. Waiting was reduced by almost 800 minutes. Operation
time was reduced by 83 hours. Transportation was reduced by 79 kilome-
ters. And 186 defects were removed.

The success story concludes:

All the Kaizens were carried out by 60 engineers, 90 percent of whom
had less than two years of industrial experience. In monetary terms,
these savings amount to an annualized gain of Rs. 9.9 million, which is
about 2 percent of the annual manufacturing cost. By continuing this
process, it is expected that manufacturing cost can be brought down
by at least 8 percent in a year’s time. As engineers practice and attain
higher skills, the benefits are expected to be even greater.
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Story from Sona Okegawa Precision Forgings Limited
Sona Okegawa Precision Forgings Limited39 is a joint venture with Mit-
subishi Materials Corporation. The write-up of September 22, 2008, from
which I derived this subsection was done by Mr. Vikram Verma and Mr.
Munish Sapra who participated in Batch 1 of Opportunity A.

Mr. Verma and Mr. Sapra mentioned three areas where Sona Okegawa
has benefitted from their participation in VLFM.

The participants heard about and saw the Toyota Production System
in use via the lectures and plant visits. They began understanding and
using the methods of TPS (from April 9, 2008), and they have developed a
road map for challenging the TPS Excellence Award by 2010. They have
started with such basic practices as the 5Ss and a safety responsibility
distribution map, and these fundamental steps have been diffused across
their shop floor. They have also begun horizontal deployment of TPS in
their European company.

They are using the methods relating to new product development that
they learned in VLFM to increase business by adding a new product and
process for a transmission speed gear. They anticipate a business increase
of more than Rs. 2 million. They also plan to forward integrate from parts
to the aggregated parts in the assembly of differentials, anticipating im-
proving yields by 20 percent and a consequent more-than-four-fold finan-
cial improvement.

In what they call the “synergy” area, they were impressed with the
goal-setting exercise they did in VLFM, and have been using that tech-
nique to create a vision “to be the worlds largest Bevel Gear manufacturer.”
To this end they are working to acquire companies and create joint ven-
tures that take advantage of European technology, Japanese operations,
and Indian management to create combined sales more than an order of
magnitude greater than they could achieve alone.
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Chapter 3

Indian Precursors to VLFM

The figure on the overside of this page (drawn for me by Dr. Sarita Nag-
pal) summarizes the history of quality activities in India, focusing on those
activities with which the Confederation of Indian Industry has been in-
volved. It will be useful for readers to refer to this figure as they read
this chapter and refer back to Chapter 1, in order to keep the chronology
straight.

Other sketches of the history of the quality movement in India, from
the point of view of a particular company, can be found in a 2007 confer-
ence presentation by Surinder Kapur40 and a 2008 speech by Kiran Desh-
mukh.26

3.1 History of CII’s quality journey

The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) was founded in 1895 by five
engineering firms, all members of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce and
Industry. CII’s original name was the Engineering and Iron Trades Asso-
ciation. Over the century the organization had several additional name
changes before becoming CII in 1992. CII is “a non-government, not-for-
profit, industry-led and industry-managed organization, playing a proac-
tive role in Indias development process. The organization works to create
and sustain an environment conducive to the growth of industry in India,
partnering industry and government alike through advisory and consulta-
tive processes.”41

According to its Annual Review 07/08, CII has over 7,000 members
companies, approximately five dozen offices of various types in India, eight
overseas offices, and partnerships or affiliations with many other organi-
zations in many other countries. CII has activities in dozens (perhaps
hundreds) of areas. Quality is only one of many CII activities.

My primary source for the story of CII’s quality journey by Dr. Sarita
Nagpal. I interviewed her on May 4, 2008, at the Hilton Houston hotel, the
conference hotel for the 2008 world conference of the American Society for
Quality, at which Dr. Nagpal and Shoji Shiba were giving a presentation
on CII’s VLFM program.
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Journey of Quality in Indian Manufacturing Industry

Dr. Nagpal’s background
Dr. Nagpal graduated from the Indian Institute of Technology in physics
in 1976. She married in 1979, and received a PhD in electrical engineering
in 1982, working with semiconductors, etc.

Her first job out of university was teaching at an engineering college
in Pune. Then she obtained a job with Schlumberger working to develop
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software and electronics for oil exploration, and she and her husband (who
also found a job there) lived in the middle east for three years. She took
this job because of the excitement of the work.

When she had her first child, Dr. Nagpal and her husband returned to
India where she taught computers and electronics part-time at St. Xaviers
in Kolkata. But with two young children, Dr. Nagpal and her husband
moved to Delhi where her parents could provide support in raising her chil-
dren. Dr. Nagpal exhibits pride in India’s system of close family ties and
indicates that she and her husband still live upstairs in a house where her
parents live downstairs, and her husband’s parents live across the street.
Her children are grown now (one is about to marry and the other us study-
ing in the United Kingdom), but she notes that her parents need her now.

Dr. Nagpal joined CII in October 1989, with the title of “engineer,”
which pleased her since she saw herself as an engineer. However, she
quickly learned that it was hard for an “engineer” to make contact with
senior managers of CII companies, and her title was changed to “coun-
cilor” in 1990. A councilor is a consultant, trainer, diagnostician, etc. She
was promoted to senior councilor in 1996, and principle councilor in 2000.
All this time she was working in the quality area, that is, TQM. With the
mindset of an engineer, she felt, “God, give me more problems so I can
solve them.”

In 2006 she was moved out of the quality area and put in charge of CII’s
activities with small and medium enterprizes. In 2007 she moved into her
current position as Deputy Director General, making her the number 2
person in CII.

Dr. Nagpal says, proudly, “Nothing like CII exists anywhere else in the
world.”

Japan and CII’s initial involvement with quality
With so many regional offices, the activities of each office are driven by
the interests of the people from the member companies involved with that
office. In 1982 the office for the Nashik district in Maharashtra state had
a subcommittee on productivity, which considered issues relating to labor
law, among other things. Mr. Janak Mehta was chairman of the subcom-
mittee, and he had a connection to Japan, knew of JUSE, and obtained
some of the JUSE books. He along with 15 or 16 other people decided to
study these books and meet monthly to share experiences. They would
read of a methodology in the books, go back to their companies to try the
method, and report back to each other at the monthly meetings. Mr. Mehta
took minutes at the monthly meetings. In this way they figured out the
methods and how to apply them, and at the end of a year they had 13
success stories.

CII became more generally aware of these successful activities and cre-
ated a seminar which was given successfully around the country and even-
tually in Dehli. As Dr. Nagpal describes CII, this is a typical approach.
When something seems to be working somewhere within CII, it is formal-
ized a bit and spread throughout the organization.

Dr. V. Krishnamurthy eventually became aware of these successful sto-
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ries based on Japanese methods. Dr. Krishnamurthy was chairman of
SAIL (Steel Authority of India Ltd.) and also chairman of Maruti Suzuki
Ltd. (a joint venture for making automobiles); both of these are large suc-
cessful companies. When Dr. Krishnamurthy saw these success stories, he
told CII’s director general, Mr. Tarun Das, that CII needed to take up these
approaches in a big way. Mr. Das in turn asked Dr. Krishnamuthy what
CII should do.

The answer came in 1986 when CII invited Joseph Juran, W. Edwards
Deming, and Kaoru Ishikawa to visit India. Juran and Ishikawa answered
the call. (Deming didn’t visit, which was OK with CII because some CII
people who had heard Deming in the United Kingdom felt that aspects of
his approach, e.g., “abolish performances reviews,” were too radical to be
acceptable to CEOs of Indian companies.)

CII did not tie in with the Juran Institute because of its expensive li-
cense fees. However, the QUIMPRO Consultancy in Mumbai did create
ties with the Juran Institute and in that way Juran’s methods are avail-
able to Indian companies. This is another typical CII approach; CII doesn’t
feel it has to do everything itself, and it or its member companies can be
involved with competing methods.

When Professor Ishikawa visited in 1986, he gave a CII lecture and
visited several companies. He gave three principles:

1. TQM has to be institutionalized with its own experts, that is, in a
way unique to CII and to CII’s member companies.

2. Every year CII should organize a mission of 20–30 Indian CEOs to
visit Japan for two weeks (this annual mission continues to this day).

3. Within one or two years, after CII and its companies themselves had
sufficient time to become familiar with the Japanese methods, JUSE
would bring a two week train-the-trainer seminar to India to facili-
tate the transfer of its intellectual property. This happened a year or
so later (although the Japanese documents were not so user friendly
for Indian readers).

In keeping with Professor Ishikawa’s first principle, CII decided around
1986 that it should have a quality division to benefit the 3,000 or 4,000
members it had at the time. CII advertised to hire people to work in this
quality division and hired Mr. Mehta. In time CII also hired two other
people and then Dr. Nagpal in 1989.

Either Professor Ishikawa or Mr. Mehta suggested a two level struc-
ture for the Quality Division. The “National Committee” would consist of
CEOs, and the “Technical Committee” would consist of quality managers.
Professor Ishikawa’s “operating guidelines” were also to have activities in
four areas:

1. training and counseling
2. recognition of companies
3. publications
4. application research (what works and what does not work, and their

own knowhow)

At some point, Professor Ishikawa visited one or more of the TVS group
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of companies and was asked by the CEO to help them. Professor Ishikawa
sent three experts to help. Professor Kurahara taught Hoshin Planning
(also known as Hoshin Kanri), and Professor Miyuchi taught QC Circles
and Daily Work Management; but Professor Kurahara died and Professor
Miyuchi got old. This left the third professor, Professor Tsuda, helping
over the long run (page 61).

ISO standards
When Dr. Nagpal was hired in 1989, her first day on the job was in a lead
auditor course.

In 1988 the ISO standards came into being, and CII understood that
it needed to work in this area. It contacted the Bureau Veritas Quality
International (BVQI) and Batalers groups in the United Kingdom, and CII
people began to train as auditors. Until 1991 or 1992, BVQI and Batalers
continued to help with the audits in India; but in time CII was certified
by the International Register of Certificated Auditors and was able to do
audits independent of other auditing organizations.

In 1992 Sundrum Fasteners (a TVS company) was the first Indian com-
pany to be ISO 9000 certified. The company’s CEO, Mr. Suresh Krishna,
received the company certificate in front of 200 other CEOs. From there,
Mr. Krishna and the always influential Dr. Krishnamurthy promoted the
importance of ISO 9000 certification to the rest of Indian industry.

The ISO work was good for CII’s quality division. The division was
highly visible and had good financial margins, for a CII activity. Also, ISO
900 certification is a problem with a clear process; it does not have the
problem of more vague situations which make a company happy when you
can help but they are unhappy when you cannot help.

Next steps
As Dr. Nagpal worked with companies doing ISO audits, its crossed her
mind that just getting certified for ISO 9000 probably didn’t lead to being
a world class company. She read a lot about quality and knew something
more than ISO 9000 was going on in TVS Motors with Professor Tsuda’s
help. It was also clear that China, Korea, and other Asian countries were
rising as competitive forces.

In 1990–1992 the division addressed Professor Ishikawa’s fourth oper-
ating guideline and did its first applications research. The Steel Authority
(SAIL) and Dr. Krishnamurthy had made a deal with Westinghouse to use
its documentation. The connection with Westinghouse led to a big change
at SAIL, although not one that involved CII. In turn, CII tried to make
a deal with Westinghouse, but that did not come to fruition. So instead
the Technical Committee began work creating their own modules, and Dr.
Nagpal had the job of leading that effort. They created seven modules,
titled as follows:

• Introduction to TQM
• Problem Solving
• Listening to Voice of Customer, QFD
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• Process Management
• Vendor Development
• Sales and After Sales Services
• Interactive Skills.

Dr. Nagpal notes that she personally learned much through her involve-
ment in this activity.

In 1992 Mr. Mehta left the Quality Division to pursue quality con-
sulting privately, and this was a big change for the division. But they
decided to keep pushing even without Mr. Mehta and, looking for other
things they might do, focused on quality awards (the second of Professor
Ishikawa’s operating guidelines) and certified training programs. After in-
vestigating possibilities for affiliating with JUSE in Japan or the Malcolm
Baldrige Award in the United States (there were no practical possibilities),
CII made the decision to tie up with the European Foundation for Qual-
ity Management (EFQM). The EFQM was willing to license the award and
transfer the knowhow over a one-year transition period. Mr. Kakkar (Prin-
cipal Counselor & Head, Institute of Quality, Bangalore, CII) emphasized
within CII what came to be named the CII EXIM42 Award for Business
Excellence.” Today CII has 70–80 applications a year for this award.

In addition to its ISO audit and CII EXIM Award activities, CII compa-
nies also became involved with TPM (Total Productive Maintenance). Mr.
Suresh Krishna took the lead and his company, Sundram Fastners Ltd.
(part of the TVS group), received the TPM Excellence Aware from JIPM
(Japan Institute of Plant Maintence, part of the Japan Management As-
sociation, a parallel organization to JUSE). Also, the AV Birla Group of
companies in India set up its first unit in Thailand and, in time, JIPM was
invited to come and give a presentation. This excited (the late) Mr. Aditya
Birla, who was then Group Chairman. Also, Mr. Yamaguchi from JIPM
was teaching TPM. In 1995 Vikram Cements received the TPM award, and
in 1998 Sundram Fastners received the award (Toyota pushed TPM with
all its vendors). At this time, Mr. Suresh Krishna told CII, “you must set
up a TPM Club.” (As mentioned already, this was a common CII approach;
when something good was happening, it facilitated interaction about the
good thing with its members.) The TPM Club was organized in 1998; and,
as of April of 2008, 132 Indian companies have won some level of TPM
award. In parallel, the companies’ plants showed major results.

In 1995, Mr. Das made the decision to create four centers of excellence.
According to Dr. Nagpal,

Centres of Excellence are focused on “building compeititiveness through
services that add value to CII members.” These centres have a focus
on areas such as Quality, Green Business, Sustainable Development,
SME competitiveness, Manufacturing, Water, etc. They usually have
professional in these areas working for them, like I worked in Institute
of Quality for 18 years as a Quality Professional.

One of these centers was the Institute of Quality which was planned in
1995, came into existence in 2000, and out of which the CII EXIM Award
is managed.

The division started a newsletter in 1998.
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Incidentally, as early as 1992 or 1993, Professor Shoji Shiba visited India
at the suggestion of Ray Stata, who knew Professor Shiba well from his
work at MIT and with the CQM in the United States (page 83). Mr. Stata
was on the board of Crompton Greaves with Mr. K.K. Nohria. Mr. Nohria’s
son, Professor Nitin Noria, was also at MIT at the time. Mr. Nohria was the
chairman of the National Committee on Quality and arranged for Profesor
Shiba to give a four-day seminar in Bangalor. Professor Shiba also brought
awareness of his book, A New American TQM43 to India.

Dr. Nagpal was not present for this seminar, but she heard good things
about it. She thought that CII needed to be involved with someone who
knew what companies needed if there was to be more impact on the coun-
try, and she wanted to meet Professor Shiba. Consequently, she visited
him in the United States (in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the location of
MIT) in 1995, 1997, and 1999, each time asking him to come to India. In
each case Professor Shiba had a reason why he could not come (e.g., maybe
the key types of people such as Tom Lee and Ray Stata were not available,
or maybe there was no place like MIT), but he never really said, “no.”

3.2 Cluster activities

Professor Tsuda and Sundaram Clayton
Starting in 1987, Sundaram Clayton Ltd. that is part of the TVS group of
companies implemented TQM.44 Between then and 1998 when the com-
pany was awarded the Deming Prize, Sundaram Clayton phased in its
TQM program:

1987–1990 TQM introduction phase: TQM training, education, cultural
change, and communication channel; total employee involvement;
TQM promotion office; restructuring of manufacturing

1990–1994 TQM promotion phase: policy management introduction; new
product development process; restructure quality control functions;
cell manufacturing

1994–1998 TQM deployment phase: emphasis on daily management ac-
tivities; TQM extended to encompass venders; five-year planning

For the later part of this period, Professor Yoshikazu Tsuda, a Japanese
Union of Scientists and Engineers councillor and member of the Deming
Prize Committee, had been advising Sundaram Clayton on its TQM imple-
mentation. With the Deming Prize under its belt, TVS let Professor Tusda
become more visible to the rest of Indian industry, and he gave a public
presentation. He spoke on accountability, authority, responsibility, etc.

As a result, Dr. Nagpal asked Professor Tsuda what the rest of Indian
industry should be doing. He said she should find 15 medium sized compa-
nies which were not competitors, and he would work with them. Professor
Tsuda wanted faster progress than the six years it had taken for him to
help a TVS company reach a Deming Prize level of quality, and he thought
this could happen if a group of companies worked together sharing meth-
ods and experiences with each other. Also, a group of companies could
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share the cost of his fees (expensive for a single Indian company) across
the group. As part of this plan, Professor Tsuda also agreed to train CII
councilors.

Although Dr. Nagpal was not sure what Professor Tsuda would be teach-
ing, she went to Maruti Udyog Ltd. and asked if they could find 15 other
companies that would participate with Professor Tsuda and do what he
asked without argument. This was the beginning of what came to be called
“cluster” activities which in retrospect was what they had been seeking
since Professor Ishikawa’s visit years before.

Professor Tsuda’s cluster activities
There was a long history of cluster-like activities in India, i.e., of geograph-
ically close companies related in various ways working together to improve
the overall capabilities of the entire connected group of companies.

Professor Tsuda set up two clusters distinct from the traditional clus-
ter formats (the following text is taken verbatim from pages 11–13 of an
unpublished document45):

1. The object was . . . improving firm-level competitiveness rather than the com-
petitiveness of the cluster as a whole. The aim was to create a group of com-
panies who would become leaders in their business through acquiring certain
unique competitiveness characteristics. Starting from excellent shopfloor
practices to unique business strategies, a journal was developed amongst
these companies. This was the common vision of Professor Tsuda and the
companies.

2. All cluster companies were from the same industry sector (auto components)
and were suppliers to Maruti Udyog Ltd.

3. The firms were geographically dispersed with a hub around the National
Capital Region of Delhi in northern India and another around Chennai in
the southern region.

4. The clusters were formed in order to undergo a common learning process,
learn from each other’s experiences, and develop concepts in relation to the
requirements of each firm. The clusters were thus much small in size than
traditional industrial clusters. Each cluster considers of 8–12 enterprises.

5. The time period for the shared learning of these clusters was over three years
at the end of which Professor Tsuda announced the closure of the cluster
programme.

6. The learning format was [that] Professor Tsuda visited India once every six
months, conducted factory visits, review progress, and guide the companies
toward the next step. Representative for each of the cluster companies ac-
companied Professor Tsuda in those two weeks and the visit would end with
a Common Day when the Professor would sum up his findings and give di-
rections for the next six months. Representative of the firms handling those
specific topics which were to be actioned met once a month to share their
experiences. Each company also appointed a TQM coordinator for the pro-
gramme and he attended all the meetings. CII counselors accompanies Pro-
fessor Tsuda and facilitated the monthly review meetings along with a rep-
resentative from Maruti Udyog Ltd.

Professor Tsuda had three principles in mind as he established the
cluster process (the following text is taken verbatim from pages 13–14 of
an unpublished document45):
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1. TQM can be learnt only through practice and not through training pro-
grammes and seminars on quality. . .

2. TQM can be learnt through “mutual sharing and learning”. . .
3. TQM can be introduced in a company where there is a strong commitment

by the top management to building in-house competence in all aspects of
business. . .

Led by Dr. K. Kumar, Maruti Udyog Ltd. pulled together 20 companies
to participate in the two clusters — companies which were not competitors,
which might be geographically distributed, and which had top manage-
ment which was deeply committed. CII also provided key support to the
on-going cluster activities.

I do not have the space here to summarize the three year journey of
these clusters and the related activities in the participating companies. I
can only hope that the draft book from which I drew the immediately above
quotations45 is published soon. Professor Tsuda’s approach to help the par-
ticipating companies learn and effectively use TQM is highly educational,
as are the case studies from each participating company.

Professor Tsuda ends his involvement
Over time the cluster activities moved from having all companies share
equally (because none was much better than others) to a point where
some companies had advanced faster than others and were giving more
than they were receiving, which was out of keeping with Professor Tsuda’s
ideals, and he announced cessation of the clusters with which he was in-
volved.

Pages 109–110 of the unpublished document45 conclude:

. . . after three years of instruction from Prof. Tsuda, the cluster was
disbanded. However, that was not the end of the story for the mem-
ber companies. These all went on to achieve considerable success in
their chosen fields, with breakthrough impact on [various] dimensions
of their operations.. . .

Each of the companies continues to follow the path laid out by
Prof. Tsuda. . .

For CII, which coordinated the entire cluster learning process,
Prof. Tsuda’s concepts became the base for an entirely new set of ac-
tivities.. . .

Many Indian companies continue to like the cluster concept — “groups
of companies that work and learn together for the purpose of improving
their performance through mutual sharing and learning,” and many other
cluster activities have come into being. Today there are 133 cross-sector
clusters impacting 1,500 small and medium companies (particular in the
auto components area). For example, in Mohali and Gurgaon there were
mixed industry clusters, in Indore and Bhopal there was a light engineer-
ing cluster, and in Dibrugarh there was a tea gardens cluster. Within a
cluster it is typical for cluster members to visit one member’s facilities one
month and another member’s the next month. An effort is made not to
have direct competitors within the same cluster, although the tea-gardens
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cluster appears to be an exception.
These clusters are supported in total by six associations (CII and five

others, such as the Auto Components Association). In particular, the auto
components industry converted Professor Tsuda’s methods into a road map
of steps that a company could follow to achieve a Deming Prize level of
quality (whether or not the company challenged the actual award).

A number of the companies participating in the cluster activities also
became charter participants in the learning community and VLFM activi-
ties described in the next section and in Chapters 1–2.

3.3 Learning Communities

The learning community (LC) activity was initiated by the Confederation
of Indian Industry in 2004. The LC was an extension of the cluster concept
that CII had initiated in the early 1980s along with Maruti Udyog Ltd.; as
described in the previous section (page 61). This additional cluster concept
was for cluster members to get together and learn from each other and by
visiting each other’s companies.

As already described in section 1.5 (page 28), Dr. Surinder Kapur, Chair-
man of Sona Koyo, and Dr. Sarita Nagpal worked along with Shoji Shiba to
get a group of six companies together for the first LC. A goal was to gather
like-minded companies so that they would be more open to learning from
each other.

There were two LCs between 2004 and 2006. The first LC began in July
2004 and involved Sona Koyo, TechNova Imaging Systems, Ucal Fuel and
Brakes India. The second LC began in November 2005 and consisted of
two companies from the Anand Group, Ashok Leyland, and Samtel Color.
Additionally, G. Sunderraman of Godrej participated in one of the LCs as
an individual (there were no other individual participants).

The LC participants received knowledge in various formats: a top man-
agement seminar and a real change leaders (RCLs) workshop, mutual vis-
its amongst the members companies with Shoji Shiba helping participants
understand the essence of what they were seeing, individual visits, and a
CEO workshop. I will describe the content of the first LC in some detail;
the second LC had a similar format and content.

LC structure and content
Shoji Shiba does not believe in teaching but in thinking together, sharing
ideas, building skills to see the future, and charting out a breakthrough
strategy. The participating companies were encouraged to chart out their
strategies which they shared with Shoji Shiba and with each other. The
companies applied the breakthrough management tools developed by Shoji
Shiba.1 Feedback from other LC members helped provide companies with
an outside view, and the companies were able to bring out new products,
expand or capture new markets, and develop new business models.
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The first meeting of the LC was a five day programme followed by a one-
day mutual visit to Sona Koyo. The group comprised the CEO, the busi-
ness head, and at least 3–4 other members from each member company.
The focus of the workshop was on understanding breakthrough skills and
application of the concept.

Another 5-day workshop and a mutual visit to TechNova Imaging Sys-
tem followed in October 2004. During these five days 3–4 Real Change
Leaders from each member company were trained on use of the break-
through methods and tools as well as to listen to the voice of the employees.
The members of the LC met with each other, between the focused inputs
provided by Shoji Shiba, to learn from each other.

In February 2005, an effort of individual company diagnosis was under-
taken, and feedback for taking more strategic actions was given to the com-
panies. During this workshop there was also a mutual visit to Ucal Fuel
Systems. Once again 2–3 persons from each company joined this work-
shop. A manual was also prepared on the “Five Step Discovery Process.”21

In May 2005, the 3–5 people from each LC companies visited France
for 8 days. They visited the FAVI and Sanden companies to learn from
companies with different cultures and businesses. The idea was to visit a
company with a view to developing one’s own action plans.

In July 2005, Shoji Shiba and Dr. Nagpal visited each of the companies
for a diagnostic session to enable the companies to improve the quality of
their action plans. A workshop to help RCLs make more effective action
plans and a training program on concept engineering were also organized.
These enabled the participants to build skills on “understanding the latent
needs of customers and defining requirements for attractive and must-be
quality.” A mutual visit to Brakes India Foundry was also part of this
intervention.

LC results
Through the LC, a group of 17 breakthrough leaders (Real Change Lead-
ers) were created. These breakthrough leaders were able to achieve suc-
cesses in three areas:

1. Breakthrough on the shop floor

• 50 percent cost reduction in manufacturing
• 30 percent improvement in productivity
• improvement in 5S levels46

• an eye for the periphery (page 147 of Breakthrough
Management1)

• energy cost reduction by 50 percent

2. Breakthrough in R&D processes

• organization structure
• new product launch
• new product development for launch in the future (first time

anywhere in the world)
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• competence building for exploiting intellectual property
rights

3. Breakthrough in business strategy

• new business
• decisions on collaboration
• product mix strategy
• absorption of new technology process

The first LC was formally closed in August 2005 with an interactive
session of the CEOs and real change leaders led by Shoji Shiba.

Five documents were created during the LC activity.21,47–50 In particu-
lar, after nearly two years of intensive practical use of the Five Step Discov-
ery Process for creating breakthrough and innovation with several senior
managers in India, Shoji Shiba strongly felt the necessity of a new manual.
This new manual50 included more real examples and practical guidance in
areas where people previously stumbled in applying 5SDP.

Also, as the LC activities were ending, the Breakthrough Management
book, that had been influenced by Shoji Shiba’s work with the LCs, was
published.1

The two illustrations shown in Figure 3.1 (from page 6 of Breakthrough
Management: The Indian Way47 summarize the approach described in this
section.

LC impact on VLFM
When the LC was launched, many of the member companies were strug-
gling to find a new direction. Shoji Shiba provided guidance to these com-
panies at the opportune time. The results of the Learning Communities
were very encouraging. Having achieved success in two LCs, it was felt
that something had to be done at the national level. Dr. Abdul Kalam,
the then President of India, had also requested that Shoji Shiba do some-
thing for India at the national level. This provided the impetus to start
the VLFM Program.

The LC activities had substantial impact on the VLFM program de-
scribed in Chapters 1 and 2. To look at it another way, the VLFM program
actually emerged from the LC activities and has received complete sup-
port from the members of the LC community. In the give-give spirit of the
learning communities, various member of the LC community contributed
to the development of the VLFM program.

Sona Group. Chairman Kapur was responsible for the VLFM program
taking shape in its initial phase and also organized meetings for between
Shoji Shiba and Dr. V. Krishnamurthy, Chairman of NMCC. Dr. Kapur
also designated Dinesh Sharma to be a member of the Core Group that
was responsible for the development of the VLFM program. Sona Group
provided two module directors for VLFM Batch 1 — Kiran Deshmukh and
Dinesh Sharma. The Sona Group also nominated 10 participants to Batch
1 of the VLFM program.
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Godrej Group. Since both Mr. Godrej and Mr. Sunderraman were aware
of Shoji Shiba’s methodologies, it was easier to get their support for the
VLFM program. Godrej provided the CII Center of Excellence premises to
conduct the program and support to construct the VLFM classroom. The
Godrej group nominated 6 participants to Batch 1 of the VLFM program.

Anand Group. During the development phase of VLFM, Anand pro-
vided insights into the needs of the industry through a day long workshop.
The group provide one module director for Batch 1 of Opportunity A. It
nominated 6 participants to the program.

TechNova. This group also provided insights into the needs of the indus-
try through during the day long workshop during the development phase
of VLFM. The group also nominated two participants to the program.

Ucal Fuel. Dr. V. Krishnamurthy is also Chairman of Ucal Fuel Systems.
As chairman of Ucal, as chairman of NMCC, and with prior knowledge of
Shoji Shiba’s methodologies, he was also aware of and helped make clear
the needs of India’s manufacturing sector. He fully supported the VLFM
program, and Ucal also nominated two participants.

While the detailed curriculum for Opportunity A was developed during
Batch 1, going into Batch 1 the organizers had a tentative plan in place
for every module, based partly on what was learned during the LCs. Of
course, as Batch 1 progressed and more was learned, changes were made.
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Part II

A broader story
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Chapter 4

Example learning communities
in Japan and the US

This chapter describes four learning communities outside of India: Toyota,
JUSE, LFM, and CQM.

These learning communities are important for two reasons. First, they
have directly or indirectly influenced the Indian activities described in the
previous chapters, particularly VLFM. Second, by looking at a broader set
of learning communities, we can draw better conclusions about learning
communities in general as I begin to do in Chapter 5.

Of course, this is not a complete list of other learning communities. I
have limited myself to those I know.

4.1 Toyota

I begin these descriptions of activities outside of India with mention of
Toyota and the Toyota Production Systems (TPS). They have had import
to CII’s VLFM program as well as having enormous impact on the world
at large. Although there is not an explicit learning community, a sort of
implicit learning community for TPS does exist.

The Toyota Production System was developed by Toyota after WWII in
parallel with, and independently of, the JUSE activities described in the
next section.51 There are various good references to the history of Toy-
ota.52–55 A particular good summary is presented in Chapter 2 of Liker’s
book55 from which I drew a good bit of what I describe here.

According to Toyota’s company website, the company was founded in
1867. (Toyota’s founding predates by nearly 30 years the founding of CII
in 1895.) In 1894, under the direction of Sakichi Toyoda, the company
began to manufacture power looms and later automatic looms, and the
company was then known as Toyota Automatic Loom Works. (A part of
Toyota continues to this day to make and sell weaving machines.) Sakichi
Toyoda was renowned engineer and inventor in his time, admiring of the
methods of earlier inventors, and with his own strong belief in hands-on,
practical experimentation on the shop floor.

By the 1930s, Sakichi Toyoda anticipated the importance of moving into
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the automotive business, understanding that weaving machines would not
be the growth business of the future. Sakichi Toyoda had made sure his
son Kiichiro Toyoda was excellently educated and trained (also with a
hands-on, shop-floor mentality — Gemba spirit), and gave him the job of
setting up Toyota Motor Company. The Japanese government encouraged
Toyota’s new business thrust, particularly to begin making engines and
trucks.

Kiichiro Toyoda studied the mass production methods of Henry Ford.
In particular, he went on a benchmarking tour in the United States to
Ford plants, which he saw talked more about continuous flow methods
than actually using them. However, while in the United States he was in-
spired by the system of restocking used by the Piggly Wiggly grocery stores
(Piggly Wiggly had patented the concept of a self-service grocery store in
1917), and he added the just-in-time concept to Toyota’s tool kit. Just as
important, Kiichiro Toyoda continued the Gemba spirit of his father; and
the hands-on, experiment-on-the-shop-floor culture developed in Toyota’s
weaving machine business was carried over to its automotive business.

In time Kiichiro Toyoda gave his younger cousin Eiji Toyoda the assign-
ment to research improved methods of production. In the family tradition,
Eiji Toyoda had a hands-on, experiment-yourself-on-the-shop-floor philos-
ophy.

Then WWII intervened. After WWII Toyota was allowed by the Amer-
ican occupiers to return to its automotive business for peacetime applica-
tions. In time Eiji Toyoda became president of Toyota and went on another
benchmarking trip to the United States. Upon his return he gave Taiichi
Ohno the assignment to make Toyota’s manufacturing productivity match
Ford’s. Taiichi Ohno, working under the auspices of Eiji Toyoda, is often
thought of as the father of TPS. Of course, many others have contributed
to the development of the system over the years.

Taiichi Ohno also toured the Ford plants in the United States, and he
read about Ford’s philosophy of continuous flow. As Eiji Toyoda had seen
before, Taiichi Ohno saw that Ford’s approach in practice was not so rel-
evant to Toyota because its efficiency was based on mass production in a
large scale context, and Toyota was a relatively small scale manufacturer.
Taiichi Ohno also studied the ideas of Deming including statistical process
control, the concept that there are internal as well as external customers
(“the next process is the customer”), and PDCA.

Like the Toyoda family members already mentioned, Taiichi Ohno was
a hand’s-on, Gemba-spirit innovator. With the assignment to match Ford’s
level of efficiency (but not necessarily to copy its approach), with his Gemba
experiment approach to innovation, and with many internally and exter-
nally developed concepts to draw on, he guided the development of TPS.

For some years, TPS was not well-known, but Toyota’s approach al-
lowed them to recover more quickly from the oil shock of 1973 which caught
the government’s attention, and the government instituted a series of sem-
inars introducing TPS to a broader community and its practice and repu-
tation began to spread.

A widely available contemporary description of TPS may be found in
Jeffrey K. Liker’s book, The Toyota Way — Fourteen Principles from the
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World’s Greatest Manufacturer.55 The fourteen principles Liker describes
(Table 4.1) are better than any summary I could invent for this short book.
(Liker’s book is excellent; buy it if you do not already have it. However, if
you cannot get a copy of the book, Google for “TPS 14 principles”, and you
will find a number of useful summaries.)

Table 4.1: Fourteen principles of TPS as summarized in Liker’s book.

1. Base your management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense of
short term profits

2. Create continuous process flow to bring problems to the surface

3. Use “pull” systems to avoid overproduction

4. Level out the workload (Heijunka)

5. Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first time (Jidoka)

6. Standardize tasks are the foundation for continuous improvement and employee
empowerment.

7. Use visual control so no problems are hidden

8. Use only reliable, thoroughly tested technology that serves your people and processes

9. Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the philosophy, and teach it to
others.

10. Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your company’s philosophy.

11. Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging them and
helping them to improve.

12. Go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation (Gemba)

13. Make decisions slowly and by consensus, thoroughly considering all options; imple-
ment decisions rapidly.

14. Become a learning organization through relentless reflection (Hansei) and continuous
improvement (Kaizen)/

Toyota received the Deming Prize in 1965. (When I asked Shoji Shiba
about this, given that I thought the prize is largely for quality, he stated51

that Toyota uses two parallel systems for shop floor improvement, one for
quality improvement and one for flow improvement, and that the Deming
Prize deals with excellence in both of these areas.)

Toyota and TPS originally were story of a learning community only in
an implicit and unstructured sense. TPS has been widely popularized,
and thus copied, through the writings of authors such as Shigeo Shingo,56

James Womack, Daniel Jones, and Daniel Roos,57 Steven Spear and Kent
Bowen,58 and Jeffrey Liker,55 and by consulting companies that proffer
expertise with TPS or Lean Manufacturing. Takeyuki Furuhashi comes
to CII’s VLFM program from an organization named Chu-san-ren. It is a
non-profit organization to diffuse TPS to companies located in the Nagoya
region of Japan, where Toyota located.

However, over time Toyota and TPS have become a more explicit learn-
ing community. There is a learning community within Toyota. Toyota
itself receives many visitors who want to learn about the Toyota system,
and Toyota has been supportive of the U.S. academics who have written
the books mentioned in the previously paragraph. Finally, I understand
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that Toyota set up a training school for TPS in the United States, open to
everyone including competitors.

4.2 JUSE

History
The Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers (JUSE) was established
in 1946.59 There were three objectives leading to JUSE’s formation:

• to contribute to the development of industry, post World War II
• to diffuse the importance of science and engineering to society at

large
• to promote the status of engineers

In the beginning, JUSE had government support and funding and set up
research projects (again to move things along after WWII) in five areas:
a steel division, an electricity division, an aluminum refining division, a
division relating to copper refining and manufacturing items made from
copper, and (starting last) an activity relating to factory management (or
quality control).

While the factory management activity started last, in August 1948,
it became the biggest part of JUSE. Its SQC (statistical quality control)
group was started in November of 1948, with running seminars on SQC as
one of its key purposes.

However, even before the seminar activity started, a subcommittee was
established, named the “K Committee” because its chairman was Professor
Tatsuo Kawada of the Tokyo Institute of Technology. The K Committee’s
mission was to survey relevant research, to study and advance academic
research, and to publish a nearly academic journal. The resulting jour-
nal was the Reports of Statistical Application of Research, JUSE. It was
first published in 1951, in English so that the results of Japanese quality
research could be seen in other countries. This notable journal continued
to be published until 1994 — for over 40 years — and was often cited in
international journals.

A quality control research group was also established early on. It con-
sisted of a dozen or more people from academia, five people from industry,
and four people from government research institutes. All were engineers.
This was a unique cooperation at the time (and still is to some extent).
Shoji Shiba speculates that such cooperation among people from academia,
industry, and government institutes was possible because they knew each
other from engineers schools and the engineering community.

The SQC seminar started in September 1949 with all participants com-
ing from industry. This was a basic seminar consisting of three compo-
nents:

1. a theoretical and conceptual component — this was derived from a
translation of the US military standard for quality control

2. a statistical and math component — tools to support implementation
of the standard

3. examples
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Additionally, after starting the seminars, the group started publication of
the monthly journal Quality Control, in Japanese, to show the theory and
application of SQC with the purpose of sensitizing CEOs and top managers
about quality and encouraging them to develop quality professionals.

JUSE next invited W. Edwards Deming, Joseph Juran, and others to
visit Japan, and many JUSE committees traveled outside Japan. Contact
with Deming was made when one of the Japanese professors wrote asking
Deming for a nice comment on Quality Control magazine.

Dr. Deming first arrived in Japan in June of 1950 and gave an 8-day
seminar. Dr. Deming also introduced JUSE to many quality researchers
in the United States. All this activity with Dr. Deming resulted in the
Deming Prize being established the following year. (Perhaps Dr. Deming
also donated his fee for his seminar back to JUSE, further increasing his
veneration by JUSE.)

The first Deming Prize was given in 1951. The prize was adminis-
tered by two committees: a governing board consisting of four academic
members, five industry members, and three government research insti-
tute members; and a selection committee consisting of four people from
academia, two from government, and four from industry.

Incidentally, one of the industry members of the original governing
board was a senior manager from the Nikkei newspaper, and in 1954 the
newspaper company established the Nikkei QC Literature Prize. At the
time, the Nikkei newspaper was focused on a narrow aspect of the finan-
cial world; today it is Japan’s most influential newspaper (in business and
beyond), which is perhaps most attributable to it better positioning its ed-
itorial focus on the right place in contemporary Japanese culture than its
rivals did.

Quality Circles are one of JUSE’s most successful examples of soci-
etal learning. Shop floor foremen requested an easier-to-read journal than
Quality Control. Thus, on April 25, 1962, a monthly magazine called Shop
Floor and Quality Control was created aimed at shop floor supervisors and
QC Circle leaders and members. Again, three groups of people participated
in creation of this journal — six from academia, 13 from industry, and two
from government research institutes. Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa was leader of
the editorial board.

In the first issue of Shop Floor and Quality Control, Dr. Ishikawa wrote,
“It is good to set up a QC Circle and to read the magazine together and dis-
cuss quality problems on the shop floor.” Thus, QC Circles originally were
a sort of study group of shop floor workers who met regularly. Once such a
group applied some of the quality methods and had its own case study, it
sent the case study to the magazine. QC Circles were a big breakthrough.
Dr. Ishikawa had found a way to mobilize the masses.

A second breakthrough was creation of a QC Circle registration system.
QC Circles within companies were registered with JUSE. This created re-
lationships outside the division and company.

Shoji Shiba speculates that perhaps the idea behind such mobilization
was a concept that has been used over time by a variety groups — political,
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religious, etc. — trying to expand their influence in the world: this is the
concept of small groups of people getting together to read and discuss the
philosophy being pushed and to network between small groups.60 Shoji
Shiba says that certainly it was “common sense” in Japan at the time to
use this method.

A third breakthrough was creation of a promotion organization for QC
Circles in each prefecture in Japan. Each prefecture has one academic per-
son to guide and act as a technical resource for QC Circles in companies
within the region. This created a cross-company common culture. This
academic person also provided insight about QC Circle promotion to fac-
tory managers.

Such connections among companies in a prefecture led to committees
being set up involving companies in the prefecture. These committees
tended to work at two levels (a dual approach): the managers talked to
each other; and the shop floor people talked to each other and promoted
quality methods together. The latter was a breakthrough — for shop floor
people to be able to talk with people outside the company. Another dual,
mentioned already, is the collaboration of academics with the industry
managers. The QC Circle system did not have any formal research —
knowhow was primarily accumulated through experience. However, the
system did include a strong benchmarking component, which itself is a
kind of research for improved methods. The QC Circle system also in-
cluded extensive publication of how-to methods to a big population.

JUSE started another activity — a high level rather that QC Circle
level activity — after the 1964 summer Olympic Games in Tokyo. Major
business growth seemed likely to happen, and it became more important
to synchronize JUSE activities with business activities. Thus, Professors
Shigeru Mizuno, Kaoru Ishikawa, and Tetsuichi Asaka initiated the Qual-
ity Control Symposium to take place twice a year and to anticipate busi-
ness needs.

The symposiums take place over two and one-half days and three nights,
with all participants in residence together. The participants include senior
executives responsible for quality in their companies, change agents who
actually facilitate quality throughout their companies, academics study-
ing quality and the academic leaders of Japanese quality, and people from
government research institutes. The goal of each symposium is to be proac-
tive — to anticipate what is next. Symposium speakers are selected to
present something important and relevant to the future; speakers come
both from top management in industry and from academia. From these
meetings a consensus is developed about areas where new work (e.g., re-
search) needs to be done.

The various JUSE activities just described had several things in common.
First, there was always participation from academia, industry, and govern-
ment research institutes. Second, there was always research being done,
in some form. Third, there was always publication, with the publications’
editorial boards becoming a key element in the move from theory to appli-
cation.
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JUSE succeeded in promoting research because it facilitated research
committees that include people from academia in addition to industry.
There seem to be two reasons why such participation was possible in Japan
in contrast to some other countries and organizations:

• In Japan there was a greater bond among engineers across the en-
gineering fields than in the United States. There were not so many
engineering schools (only eight or 10 immediately after WWII, and of
these only three or four were major schools). Thus, engineers were
more likely to know each other from school. Also, especially from
the schools with lower status, engineers try to help each other. In
general, wherever engineers work, they tend to work together or be
supportive of each other.

• The leaders of JUSE explicitly tried to recruit academic people, for
example Professor Kawada taught mathematical statistics was an
actuary. In the early days of JUSE there were no specific depart-
ments of quality in universities. Participation in a JUSE commit-
tee was a way for a person interested in quality or statistics applied
to quality to work with others who were also interested. Profes-
sor Ishikawa was a professor of chemical engineering, and Profes-
sor Kondo was a professor of metallurgy. There is also a possibility
that some of these professors were not going to be as successful in
their own academic fields and gain the respect there that they in-
stead gained doing more interdisciplinary work with industry.

JUSE tried to use a structure and approach for Operations Research
(OR) similar to that used for quality. However, the OR effort did not meet
with the same success as the quality efforts. There was a smaller pop-
ulation of OR experts available to JUSE. The OR professors were more
oriented to their own specific disciplines (and were less interested in the
interdisciplinary world of quality), and they had their own departments
where they could flourish professionally. Also, the practical Gemba world
is perhaps not all that tractable to the mathematical methods of OR peo-
ple.

Japanese model for societal diffusion
By the early 1990s, when A New American TQM was published, Chap-
ter 16 described Japan’s explicit and highly effective system for societal
networking. The system had found three elements necessary for success-
ful societal diffusion of TQM: (1) an infrastructure to support networking;
(2) openness with real cases; and (3) change agents (or catalysts).61

Infrastructure for Networking. The Japanese identified six elements
of the infrastructure for networking (Figure 4.1): (i) national promotional
organizations, (ii) training, (iii) knowledge dissemination, (iv) societal pro-
motion activities, (v) national standard certification, and (vi) development
of new methods.

To support quality improvement, government and semiprivate national
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Figure 4.1: Infrastructure for Networking.

promotional organizations developed in Japan. The national government
organizations are involved in standardization and sometimes in certifica-
tion of quality. Building on the activities of the government organization,
which provide some of the basics, the semiprivate national promotional or-
ganizations — JUSE and JSA (the Japanese Standards Association) — do
the follow-on work. JSA and JUSE are highly effective organizations with
a long-range perspective, and they tend to be neither as rigid as govern-
ment organizations nor as shortsighted as commercial private consulting
organizations.

Japan’s national training infrastructure includes instruction in various
skills for a variety of target students, from CEOs to line workers, from en-
gineers to administrators. Training is a means of mutual learning among
companies, in which knowledgable instructors from one company teach
people from many others. One of the most important roles of the semipri-
vate national promotional organizations is education and training. JUSE’s
courses, for instance, are the source of quality instruction for many differ-
ent organizations. This particularly helps the diffusion of TQM. Many
companies find it less expensive to get training from JUSE, with its 2,000
collaborators (committees of people from industry and universities who
develop course curricula and teach the courses), than to create their own
training activities. In the late 1980s, JUSE offered 270 courses to 33,500
people per year in Tokyo and Osaka, and JSA offered 250 courses to 15,000
people per year in 58 smaller cities.

Knowledge dissemination includes publishing cases, instructional ma-
terial, and research in books and periodicals for a variety of audiences. It
also includes holding conventions and other events on quality. Within a
quality culture where companies share information about their TQM suc-
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cesses and failures, such dissemination activities are an important means
of mutual learning among companies. Especially in the early years of the
Japanese push for quality improvement (before quality became a popular
subject), JUSE and JSA were a primary source of journals, magazines, and
books related to quality. For example, JUSE publishes three monthly jour-
nals, including QC Circle, which has a monthly circulation of 170,000. Fur-
thermore, between 1960 and 1985, about half of all quality control books
published were publications of JUSE or JSA. Knowledge dissemination
includes more than just publishing activities. Each of the nine national
districts for QC circles has a chapter that holds local conventions, mutual
visits, study meetings, and discussions.

Japan has many types of societal promotion activities. These activities
increase social awareness of quality, and they transfer quality techniques
to different levels of company hierarchy and to different types and styles
of industries (e.g., mass production, one-piece manufacturing, chemical
industry). Examples of these activities are quality days, quality month
(November), and quality awards. For instance, one of the major societal
promotions in Japan is the Deming Prize for “Nationwide Promotion and
Dissemination of TQC.”

National standard certificates are issued by the government certifying
that a given product meets certain quality specifications. Japanese Indus-
trial Standards (JIS) are the province of the JIS Committee. To earn the
right to display the JIS mark on its products, a company must standardize
its manufacturing processes and allow its quality control levels to be ex-
amined and certified. By 1993, about 11,000 plants in Japan had passed
JIS inspection.

The national infrastructure of societal networking provides a mecha-
nism for the development of new methods, and JUSE and JSA have in-
vested heavily in the development of new quality methods. Once there is
consensus on where new methods are needed, JUSE follows a sequence
of steps in the development of new methods. First, the JUSE Research
Group regularly researches a new method. A symposium introduces the
new method to a larger population. When the method has come into prac-
tical use with real case studies, a seminar is held. These steps were fol-
lowed, for example, when the 7 management and planning tools62 were
developed in the 1970s.

Openness with Real Cases. The second of the three elements necessary
for successful societal diffusion and networking is sharing actual cases.
Developing the methods of organizational change and improvement is a
societal experiment. After one organization has success with a method,
the method must be diffused. Therefore, companies must be open with
real cases. Real cases means detailed processes of quality practices, such
as improvement activities, or of quality assurance systems. This policy
of openness applies not only to documents and presentations but also to
demonstrations of their use in practice.

In Japan, companies demonstrate they have no secrets in the know-
how of quality improvement by distributing a wide range of information
and success stories. For example, 33 books on quality were published by
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JUSE in 1988. Two-thirds of them dealt with concrete examples and case
studies rather than with theoretical work.

Another mechanism for diffusion of real cases and success stories in
Japan is Quality Month. For example, the schedule and activities for Qual-
ity Month in November 1988 included presentation of 250 actual cases in
five different quality conferences — one for foremen, one for managers, one
for top management, one on TQC in the service industry, and the Deming
Prize Ceremony.

Change Agents (or Catalysts). The third key factor for successful
societal diffusion and networking is the use of change agents (also shown
in Figure 4.1). Revolution from insiders is difficult because the revolution
represents a paradigm change for the organization. Strong change agents
from outside often play a necessary role in thought revolutions.63 If they
have sufficient knowledge and personality or prestige, and the necessary
sense of mission, change agents serve as catalysts for change. From the
Japanese point of view, some consultants have difficulty serving as change
agents because they lack the necessary sense of mission.

Deming and Juran had the necessary qualifications, so in 1950 and
1954 they served as national change agents for quality in Japan.

4.3 MIT LFM

In the late 1980s, people at MIT became concerned about the declining for-
tunes of U.S. industry in the face of international competition, especially
from Japan. As a result, MIT faculty members and others undertook a
significant research project on how the United States might improve pro-
ductivity. The MIT Commission on Industrial Productivity was formed
in 1987, did an extensive study, and presented MIT with a set of recom-
mendations for follow-up. In 1989 the results of the commission’s study
were published in the book Made in America.64 As the book said, “Made
in America identifies what is best and worth replicating in American in-
dustrial practice and sets out five national priorities for regaining the pro-
ductive edge.” This book got much attention in the United States and was
translated into a number of languages and widely read in countries around
the world, including Japan.65

Closely connected with the Made in America activity was another MIT
step aimed at the effort to address the competitive situation of U.S. indus-
try. In 1988 MIT started a program known as Leaders for Manufacturing
(LFM). Eleven of the most well-known U.S. manufacturing companies ini-
tially joined with MIT to sponsor the LFM program, and as of 2006 there
were 23 partner companies.

According to Professor Steve Graves,66

[T]he creation of LFM can be viewed as having emanated from [the
Made in America study]. It was certainly a next step. Three of the four
key principals for LFM were part of the commission that wrote the
book — Kent Bowen, Gerry Wilson (dean of engineering) and Lester
Thurow, soon-to-be dean of management.”
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Professor Richard Lester, a named co-author of Made in America ex-
panded on this:67

The two activities — Made in America and LFM — got their starts at
around the same time, and because there was overlap in personnel it’s
difficult to disentangle the chronology. What is definitely true is that
both activities were motivated by the same general set of conditions in
the economy at that time (mid-1980s).

The deans of the engineering school and management schools —
Gerry Wilson and Lester Thurow — were both members of the Produc-
tivity Commission which produced the Made in America book, as were
John Deutch and Paul Gray (MIT provost and president respectively at
the time). Gerry and Lester were prime movers in getting LFM going.
And Kent Bowen, one of the two founding co-directors of LFM. . . , was
also a member of the Made in America Commission. So the work of
the Commission undoubtedly influenced the early efforts of MIT lead-
ers to define and shape the LFM program. And I think it also likely
that the publication of Made in America — which attracted quite a lot
of attention in industry and government circles both domestically and
overseas — helped convince potential LFM partners in industry that
MIT was in fact quite serious about re-engaging with manufacturing
issues.

MIT’s LFM graduate program is oriented to engineering graduates with
a few years’ experience in industry or in the military. Each June an LFM
class starts and participates in the program essentially full time until
graduating in May two years later. The first summer the 50 or so LFM
class members take the same five courses to get them on a common foot-
ing, as many have never taken management or business courses before.
During the first school year, the LFM students take classes at both the
MIT business school and in an engineering department. During the sec-
ond summer and first term of the second school year, LFM students do an
internship in industry, primarily with LFM partner companies; and dur-
ing the second term of the second school year they attend more business
school and engineering department classes and write a thesis. They grad-
uate with a Master of Science degree in their engineering specialty as well
as an MBA. The LFM training is designed to develop future leaders of
industry (hence the program name) and future CEOs.

Participants want different things out of the program. Many are trying
to take a step from being individual contributors in an engineering area
to becoming manufacturing managers. Others already work in manufac-
turing but also want to move into management. Participants coming out
of the military sometimes use the program as a step to civilian life and a
transition from the military to industry. With only about 50 positions in
each class, admission to the program is highly competitive. Nominally, all
participants are interested in a future in manufacturing, and most gradu-
ates of the program initially do go to manufacturing companies.

LFM is highly regarded and has been copied at other universities such
like Stanford, Northwestern, McGill, and Penn State. The MIT LFM pro-
gram itself is involved in conjunction with Shanghai Jiao Tong University
in creating the China Leaders for Manufacturing program.

With many hundreds of graduates since its founding, LFM has had im-
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pact in the industrial recovery of a variety of U.S. companies. For example,
LFM students and graduates have contributed to Boeing’s 737 moving line
production, General Motors’ lean production, and Dell’s supply chain rev-
olution. Intel is the number one recruiter of LFM graduates.

The LFM program has always involved partner companies and thus
has always worked on closing the gap between university and industry.
Partner companies influence the direction of the LFM curriculum and are
directly helped through their participation in the program. LFM gradu-
ate Earl Jones suggested to us some of the ways LFM partner companies
benefit:68

• Companies are in a special position for recruiting LFM graduates.
• Companies have access to professors and research.
• More generally, a certain vitality of ideas comes from staying close to

academia.
• In many cases companies receive considerable return from the in-

ternship work itself.
• The partner companies that benefit most look at LFM as a strategic

human leadership pipeline, and the LFM networks within partner
companies can be transformational.

As the LFM program has continued, it has evolved into a lifelong learn-
ing community for its alumni. The connection with LFM and with other
LFM participants is not over when a participant graduates from the pro-
gram. The alumni part of the LFM website69 says the following:

After commencement, LFM graduates become part of an extended com-
munity of LFM alumni that offers networking opportunities and events
that span a lifetime and the globe. LFM alumni provide information
and support for each other throughout their careers.

Not only is there an LFM alumni website for networking; some compa-
nies with lots of LFM alumni have internal LFM networks. Twice a month
a seminar by a faculty member, an alumnus of the LFM program, or an
LFM sponsor company is broadcast over the Web. An LFM alumni council
helps shape the direction of the LFM program and community, encourag-
ing relevance in a changing world. An annual LFM alumni conference
offers two days of speakers, workshops, and networking. And there are
regional and informal get-togethers and networking opportunities as well.

Once upon a time, individual learning might have been sufficient for
dealing with routine business activities. But today, a (virtual) community
may be needed to generate the necessary future knowledge for success.
Even very smart and very highly trained individuals may find they need
outside help. In the case of the LFM lifelong learning community, everyone
is smart and highly trained — it may be said to be a community or part-
nership of the elite. Such elite communities may be essential to share and
create future knowledge.

Figure 4.2 is one way to look at MIT LFM’s “community for future
knowledge.”
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Figure 4.2: MIT-LFM community.

4.4 Center for Quality of Management

This section provides a sketch of the history of the CQM, emphasizing the
various triggers and principles involved in its founding, decade of success,
and final years. This section is a bit long because I know this case study
best.70

Formation
In early 1990, seven well-known Boston-area companies formed the Center
for Quality Management to learn from and aid each other in their TQM
implementations.

The companies that formed the CQM had characteristics typical of com-
panies that decide to implement TQM. With few exceptions, the seven com-
panies that formed the CQM were all suffering from the economic slow-
down that began in the late 1980s. Also, the CEOs of several of the com-
panies had personally visited Japan and observed its business practices.
At least one of the CEOs had lived in Japan, most had divisions in Japan
and traveled to Japan frequently, and some had studied Japan’s business
practices through trade association committees on international compet-
itiveness. Furthermore, several of these CEOs were regularly in contact
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with each other through existing business associations, such as the Massa-
chusetts High Technology Council. Thus, business crisis and awareness of
TQM as practiced in Japan motivated these CEOs to practice TQM.

The availability of three key individuals also made formation of the
CQM possible. Ray Stata, founder of of Analog Devices, was — and is — a
well known figure in the Massachusetts high technology community, had
influence with other CEOs, and was personally inclined to seek improved
business methods.71 Thomas Lee had been a noted engineer at General
Electric who had retired from a senior executive position at General Elec-
tric to become a professor at MIT where he directed a research labora-
tory. He was then invited to serve as director of the International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) based in Austria where he had met
TQM expert Shoji Shiba. Upon completing his tour of duty at IIASA, Tom
Lee returned to MIT as a professor emeritus with with a mission to help
improve business practice in the United States, his adopted country. He
was one of the lead faculty from the engineering school involved from the
beginning in creating MIT’s LFM program (see page 80). Steve Graves
senses that Tom Lee was quite influential with the Gerry Wilson, MIT’s
Dean of Engineering, who was strong advocate for program and also was
quite influential with Kent Bowen, one of the original co-directors of the
program. Steve Graves continues,72

Once the program started Tom and I ran the pro seminar for LFM’s
first couple of years. Tom invited (amongst others) Shoji Shoji to LFM
initially as a pro-seminar speaker. After this initial visit, [Shoji’s of-
fering] expanded into a mini class and then eventually into the TQM
[course for LFM students during their first summer in the program].

Tom Lee introduced Shoji Shiba to Ray Stata and other Boston-area CEOs,
and in November 1989 arranged for Shoji Shiba to give a seminar at MIT
that several of Boston-area CEOs attended.

As a result of whatever problems they were having at their companies,
their knowledge of Japan and TQM, and Professor Shiba’s introduction to
TQM, the CEOs of the seven companies decided to start the Center for
Quality Management. Ray Stata of Analog Devices was chairman of the
board, Professor Thomas Lee of MIT (on a part-time, pro bono basis) was
president, and the board of directors consisted of the CEOs or other senior
managers of the founding companies In essence, Tom Lee, Ray Stata, and
Shoji Shiba were the individual co-founders of the CQM.

The CQM was formed on the basis of a three-element model for societal
diffusion, as expressed in its mission statement:

The mission of the Center for Quality Management is to accelerate un-
derstanding and implementation of quality management concepts and
methods by creating a network of like-minded organizations to share
knowledge and experience. This will require a common language and
a shared understanding of the basic methodologies to define problems
and design solutions. In the broadest sense, the long-term objective
of the Center is to promote organizational and societal learning about
how to improve the performance of human systems.

Having decided to form the CQM, the founding CEOs needed a plan
for the CQM’s functions and operations, and they needed a joint under-
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standing of what TQM was. To this end, a five-week design study took
place in March and April of 1990, led by Shoji Shiba. Except for three
people from MIT, the design study participants were senior line managers
or senior quality staff members — two each from five of the original seven
CQM companies. The study team was cross-functional, intercompany, and
international. (I was a member of this design team.)

First year
Much activity happened in the CQM’s first year including several semi-
nars about companies with leading edge TQM practices, a translation of
a book,73 one day introductory courses, development of several tool manu-
als, and development of a six-day course attended by 48 executives of CQM
companies.

The 6 Day Course on TQM for senior managers was a particularly note-
worthy achievement of 1990. The course was developed by Shoji Shiba
with help from the CQM design team, and it was taught by Shoji Shiba.
Several CEOs and their direct reports attended the course, which included
much group work with TQM tools and a number of case studies presented
by CEOs, senior managers, and members of the design team. Another
member of the design team and I took notes on the entire six days and con-
verted them into transparencies and draft text that could be used again
by other presenters and as the basis for a book. A key concept of the
course was “no delegation of improvement,” which was demonstrated in
many ways; for example, the CEOs themselves presented case studies.
The course notes ultimately were turned into the book, A New American
TQM.43

The design team members work with Shoji Shiba and experience in
planning and initiating the CQM created a network of noble-minded real
change leaders for the member companies and the CQM.

Key elements
The idealistic collaborative movement that developed in the early months
of the CQM’s existence included the following key elements of the CQM
approach.

Organizations, not individuals, were members of the CQM. It was not
a professional society. The first criterion for membership in the CQM was
active participation of the most senior manager (CEO or CEO-equivalent)
who is committed to leading the organizational change and improvement
efforts in his or her organization. The other criterion for membership was
that the CQM member be willing to share actual case studies, good and
bad.

Another key element of the CQM approach was that the CQM staff
should be primarily for support and coordination of CQM members, and
ideally the intellectual leadership of the CQM should reside in member
companies.

Other elements of the CQM approach were the adoption of a common
language and baseline approach to facilitate shared learning opportunities
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(in particular, the vocabulary and methods of the book, A New American
TQM, were selected); and members provided an “improvement culture” to
each other and society at large.

1991–1998 Activities
The first year, 1990, was a year of organization. The second year, 1991,
was a year of orientation, deciding what was really important to do and
getting it started.

As of 1991, the CQM had several long-term aspirations:
• to handle CQM company facilities outside of New England (in Cali-

fornia, Europe, Japan, and so forth)
• to participate in development of a national quality culture in the

United States
• to expand the CQM model or help others copy the CQM methods
• to develop improved, advanced methods of TQM, moving beyond what

was copied from Japan
By the third year, 1992, the challenge was to figure out how to address

demands for growth: how to select new member companies who would
actively participate; how to provide services to the expanded membership
while still depending on the committee structure; and how to expand the
staff without diminishing the intellectual leadership of the companies.

As CEOs in other geographic regions heard about the CQM, groups of
those CEOs wanted their companies to be part of the CQM. In this way,
CQM chapters were established in Louisville, Cincinnati, western Europe
and Finland, and on the west coast of the United States.

From the beginning, one of the CQM’s aspirations was to develop im-
proved, advanced methods, moving beyond what was copied from Japanese
TQM. Thus, in 1994, the CQM formally changed its name from Center for
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Figure 4.3: CQM Curriculum Roadmap.
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Quality Management to Center for Quality of Management. The name
change clarified that the CQM and its members were interested in more
than the narrow “management of quality” using TQM as the means — they
were interested broadly in the “quality of management” in their compa-
nies.

Also from the beginning, the spectrum of CQM activities had fallen into
three categories:

• Education — either resulting from research efforts or developed in
member companies and contributed to the CQM (the CQM’s 1999
offerings are shown in Figure 4.3)

• Networking — a yearly seminar series, roundtable meetings in func-
tional areas; inter-company exchanges of visits; inter-company par-
ticipation on improvement teams; publication of books, manuals, and
the Journal of the CQM; and case studies, etc. “published” on the
CQM’s public or member-only website.

• Research — from the beginning the people from CQM member com-
panies worked together to learn, exchange, and develop new methods
to add to the basic set of methods in the areas of the four revolutions
from the first edition of this book. Guiding these efforts were several
principles:

– Look for weaknesses in their current management systems.
– Don’t be bound to a single “school” or discipline.74

– Integrate and synthesize best methods into a system or step-by-
step process (not just a set of tasks) that can be taught, prac-
ticed, and improved as more is learned.

– Do immediate field trials in member companies to get real-life
experience.

– Keep repeating the improvement cycle, to recover from aspects
of the initial process that didn’t work the first time, to build on
increased understanding, and to deal with new circumstances.

Over the CQM’s existence, various combinations of CQM members
worked in a variety of areas. In each case, six to a dozen people
periodically met, studied, and synthesized for periods ranging from
a few months to a year or more. Many research reports and docu-
ments were prepared;14,75–83 other research activities were described
in seminars and other non-print forums.

While it was not one of the fundamental legs of the CQM’s three-legged
stool of education, networking, and research, the CQM also had a signifi-
cant documentation activity: four books,14,43,84,85 nine step-by-step manu-
als,76,86–93 and publication of the Journal of the Center for Quality of Man-
agement for eleven years totaling 29 issues.

More fundamental transitions
Over the years several things happen that interrupted CQM’s rapid growth:

• Japan began to have economic trouble and the dot-com boom started
in the United States. U.S. business executives (not necessarily within
the CQM member companies) came to believe that the United States’
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entrepreneurial approach was superior to the Japanese methods of
TQM for achieving business success.

• The life cycle of the method known as TQM was declared over in the
U.S. business press, and Six Sigma (which Jack Welsh had adopted
for General Electric) was declared to be the successor to TQM. Other
methods were also significantly adopted as successors to TQM includ-
ing lean production (based on the Toyota Production System).

• The existing CQM member companies began to ask, “What is next?”
Nonetheless, the CQM top management reacted by refusing to drop

TQM as one fad to be replaced by another fad. Rather, the CQM (particu-
larly Tom Lee) pushed the idea that each company needs to adopt elements
from various methods that are relevant to its situation into a coherent in-
tegrated management system85,94 for the particular company.

Also in 1998, CQM founding president (and pro-bono part-time em-
ployee) Tom Lee retired, and a new CQM president, Gary Burchill, was
appointed. Gary had the difficult task of revitalizing the CQM.

One of Gary’s first steps was to bundle together existing individual skill
courses into bigger skill sets that allowed better management of processes.
Unfortunately, such bundling was received by member companies with a
reaction of “So what — that is merely a bit of repackaging.”

Soon after his arrival, Gary also embarked on a Concept Engineering
effort involving 18 U.S. CEOs and 11 European CEOs of member compa-
nies. Gary’s CEO survey revealed that in the CEOs’ world of 1999 increas-
ingly complex problems (Figure 4.4) had to be handled at lower levels of
an organization, increased organizational complexity meant that even rel-
atively simple problems required effort from high in the organization, and
new methods and old methods involving more people more often had to be
aligned and integrated in pursuit of business purposes, as shown by the
cloud shapes in the figure (both off the diagonal and on the diagonal).

Consequently, an R&D effort was carried out (1999–2000) involving
four study groups in three of CQM’s regional chapters addressing the fol-
lowing topics:

• managing organizational complexity; studied within the Cambridge
chapter and resulting in the Four Gears method for leading without
authority95

• managing problem complexity; also studied within the Cambridge
chapter and resulting in the ARMED decision process96

• making change commonplace; studied within the Cincinnati chapter
and contributing to the Four Gears method and resulting in 7 In-
frastructures manual93

• creating organizational integrity; studied within the Louisville chap-
ter and contributing to the Four Gears method

A separate study team addressed business alignment with insight from
the Discovery Driven Planning methods of McGrath and MacMillan97 and
Hackler;98 this team created the SCORE method for selecting the right
opportunities.99 Another study team drew heavily on the method of Hat-
ten and Rosenthal100,101 to produce the CQM’s version of the Enterprize
Model.102
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Four two-day courses were created (the methods also were documented
in a special issue of the Journal of the CQM103 that also included case stud-
ies). From Gary’s point of view, the methods were pragmatic and highly
applicable — certainly greater than a 60 percent solution and sometimes
an 80 or 90 percent solution. However, the product launch was weak, and
over time a number of CQM companies canceled their annual contracts
with the CQM. Then, in the third quarter of 2001, 9/11 happened multi-
plying member uncertainty about spending money with the CQM.

Gary and his team continued to struggle to meet member company
needs until in 2003 Gary reduced his CQM commitment to half-time and
then left the CQM at the end of 2003 to start his own company (where he
applies the CQM methods).

In 2004 a search was undertaken for the appropriate replacement for
Gary Burchill as CQM president, and a new president was hired in late
2004 or early 2005.

At some point after joining the CQM, the new president did a financial
analysis that convinced her that the CQM was technically insolvent even
though it was solvent in practical terms. The CQM board members were
also probably getting tired by this time of their on-going struggle to keep
the CQM going. Thus, in 2006, the board began to focus on finding a suc-
cessor organization to which the CQM intellectual property and member
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contracts could be transferred.
Eventually GOAL/QPC acquired the CQM assets and liabilities. The

acquiring organization was clearly interested pulling in the member com-
panies of the CQM, and a number of the CQM companies continue to
network as the CQM within GOAL/QPC. How well GOAL/QPC is mak-
ing use of the intellectual content that came from the CQM is unclear to
me. GOAL/QPC did restrict the previously freely available archives of the
Journal of the CQM to be available only to member companies.
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Chapter 5

Observations on learning
communities

I have now described CII’s VLFM learning community (and other CII ac-
tivities preceding VLFM) and four learning communities from outside of
India. In a later edition of this monograph, I intend to go into considerable
detail about culture and change, the essence of the activities of each of
the described learning organizations, and the creation of a learning com-
munity and methods of sustaining a learning community. Present time
constraints, however, limit this discussion to what you see below.

The left column of Table 5.1 is a reasonably complete list of the attributes
of VLFM Opportunity A. The next four columns indicate how Toyota, JUSE,
LFM, and CQM score in these areas. The final column assesses VLFM Op-
portunity A has progress in each area.

Notes for Table 5.1:
a. LFM creates visible change in companies quite indirectly. Its graduates

go to companies and, in time, have effect on the companies.
b. In the early days, Toyota’s cross-company efforts were primarily with

its suppliers. Later Toyota began interchange with non-supplier com-
panies.

c. CQM had a lot of connections with MIT and MIT’s LFM program, but
not much active involvement directly in CQM from the faculty. A num-
ber of faculty members from other universities used the CQM’s manu-
als, and occasionally an academic gave a presentation at a CQM meet-
ing or (on one occasion) participated in a CQM development project.

d. Most publications about TPS are from people outside of Toyota.
e. LFM operates within MIT, a major research university. The faculty

members involved with LFM continue their normal research and publi-
cation and teach the new methods to the LFM participants when ap-
propriate. My observations is that LFM itself doesn’t do significant
amounts of publication. The LFM students may do some research are
part of their academic work or part of their internships in industry.
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Table 5.1: Correlation between elements of VLFM Opportunity A and
other learning organization.

VLFM Opportuniy A component

Based on Gemba

Interdisciplinary

Skill training

Involves company top level management

Visible changes in companies

Cross-company

Industry and academia

Publications

Research

Focused on needs of society, not individuals

Alumni organization

Developing new leaders for community

Adapts to diverging interests of companies

Had guru at the beginning

Create real change leaders for community

Had big concept to start

Toyota JUSE LFM CQM VLFM Op. A

NANA

Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes

YesYes Yes Yes

a.

b.

c.

d. e.

e.f.

g. h. i j

k. l.

m. n.

o.

building

building

building

transfer
stage

building

Yes

Yes

p.

p.

= very high = high = low = none NA= not applicable

Notes a through p are in the main text

f. Toyota’s research in the area of operational and quality methods is very
hands-on and practical.

g. Toyota is surprisingly interested in the well-being of society, for a for-
profit company.

h. JUSE has gone from very high to only high over time.
i. LFM has gone from very high to only high over time (or maybe slightly

lower in terms of its initial purpose of helping U.S. industry).
j. CQM started very high, went down to low in its later years, and even-

tually went out of business as member interests diverged too much.
k. I don’t know if Toyota has any sort of alumni organization.
l. Since CQM went out of business, an informal network still exists among

a few of the key contributors in the early days of CQM.
m. JUSE started very high and has gone to only high over time.
n. I believe LFM develops new members of its advisory committee from

industry over time, and MIT faculty members rotate in and out of LFM
teaching as part of their normal changes in academic and teaching in-
terests.
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o. LFM creates change leaders to go into industry, not to continue the
organization itself. LFM itself is restocked as necessary from the MIT
faculty.

p. It is still early days, and VLFM Opportunity A has not yet addressed
these issues.

The elements in the left column of Table 5.1 have also been formed into a
causal loop for how to create a learning community, as shown in Figure 5.1.
This diagram should be relatively self-explanatory. However, I do have a
few comments.

As shown at the left side of the diagram, the wake-up call that results
in formation of a leaning community typical is stimulated by both an un-
derlying societal change, one or a few company top leaders who recognize
the change and the need for a new kind of learning, and a guru who can
introduce the new methods. Also, there must be someone who actually or-
ganizes the infrastructure for the leaning community. Then there must be
other top leaders who decide their companies will also participate in the
learning community.

Near the right side of the diagram, there is the pull of a bigger concept
and the new needs of society. Here are some examples:

• Toyota’s big concept was the move to concern with flow rather than
mass production.

• JUSE’s big concept was the move from quality control to TQM.
• LFM’s big concept was the move from small-m to big-M.
• CQM’s big concept was the move from competing companies to col-

laborating companies.
At the far right of the diagram is the need for the learning community

to adapt as, inevitably, the needs of its member companies diverge. The
member companies may start with similar noble motives and company
needs, but that won’t last. Some companies will advance faster than oth-
ers, and companies that join later may not be as committed to the nobel
mission as the original members.

Perhaps a way to adapt can be found that will result in appropriate
changes to the learning community. If not, the likely solution is to spin off
a new leaning organization that focuses on the common needs and ideals
of a new set of companies.

VLFM is at the right time and in the right place. Massive changes are
happening in India and the world. Many new visionary leaders will be
needed by Indian industry. But people need an opportunity to develop in
order to take their place as future visionary leaders. I believe that VLFM’s
most important contribution is providing opportunities for a new kind of
development for conducting business in a new way.
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